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The sound of Robb Davis’s double bass
being slapped as Brian ‘Bunter’ Clark’s
drums whacked the offbeat, Claire Hamlin
from the Alabama Slammers, her fingers
pounding the keyboards, and John
Spencely’s guitar starting to riff as the
House Band kicked off ‘Tales From The
Woods’ rock party at the ‘Inn On The Green’
in Portobello, W11.
The beginning of a real night of fifties
Rock’n'Roll with many singers sitting in throughout the evening including Cliff Edmunds (the
Avengers), a perfect rendering of ‘Move It’ and ‘Brand New Cadillac’; Pete Stockton ‘Girl Of My Best
Friend’; Dave Sampson (the Hunters) sang ‘Love Me’; Danny Rivers, ‘Can’t You Hear My Heart’ plus
Ray Lee (Dream Lover) and of course Rockin' Gerry Champion of the 2i’s coffee bar, rocked ‘I Go
Ape’.
Everybody was here not only to celebrate Keith’s birthday but also to thank him for all his great
efforts in keeping the faith and attracting musicians from that magic time, way back when I was really
young and played or jived the night away in Soho town. We even had a Skiffle
group and Allan Bailey, (Soho Leg-ends) sang ‘Rock Island Line’. A friend
shouted in my ear that “No tea chest bass sounded as good as the ones made
for PG Tips!” In fact Ken Major had brought his original one from back in 1956.
Ralph Edwards also added to his set and sang Happy Birthday to Keith.
A great night for friends, to rock and jive to show we are all still alive, like good
whiskey still going strong. All the musicians remarked on how good the sound
engineer was and though young, really knew how Rock’n’Roll should be set up.
The eminent likelihood of the famous ‘100 Club’ closing before Christmas,
means that there will be one less place in London to hear and see good
Rock’n’Roll at a reasonable price. So this was a night of real nostalgia by great
musicians, who will not fade away but rock on until the time comes for them to
climb that stairway to heaven and join their friends for that great gig in the club
at the end of the Universe.
Tony Annis - 7th October 2010
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Cheese

Rhymin’ Gerry
Champion’s
Poetry Page

I like bread with large chunks of cheese
I eat cheese 'till I’m weak in the knees
There's nothing quite like a quick cheesy snack
If offered for nowt then I eat a stack
And pickles, tomatoes, cucumbers too
All served up with cheese, oh boy what a chew.
There's cheeses from Holland,
There’s cheeses from France
And cheeses from England,
Taste buds to enchant
Red wine with cheese biscuits goes down a real treat
Try cheese with scrumpy you'll be knocked off your
feet
If all this cheese business makes you feel queasy
Remember without it life would be cheesy
What, you can’t stand cheese?
Then this'll make you change your tune
For, without cheese, there would be no moon
So, all smile please
Say cheese.

Temptation
© Gerry Champion a.k.a. Rockin’ Gerry
Temptation has been around since Adam courted Eve
At least that's what we’re all led to believe
And ever since it started with a bite from an apple
Women trap their menfolk in a church or a chapel
Temptation can be catching
Temptation can be fun
Temptation is the one thing
That’s free for everyone

Summertime
Summer's the time to be lazy
To slumber with nothing to do
To think about work would be crazy
It makes sense to doze each day through

People can be tempted in many different ways
Like to drink 'till they're sober
Seeing life through misty haze
Men lusting woman
Women lusting men
Temptation can be good for you
Every now and then.

A hot sunny climate is tiring
And you seem to sweat buckets all day
Your poor worn out body needs rewiring
All you want is somewhere to lay
Nature in bloom is pure magic
With wonderful colours to see
To waste time daydreaming that’s tragic
I'm sure one and all will agree

It's there in every corner
In every single nation
The whole life revolves around
Every known temptation

We spend winter months waiting summer
And can't wait for that hot scorching sun
But when it arrives what a bummer
We're all too clapped out to have fun.

So, if there comes a time
When you are surely tempted
It’s no sin to give in
That’s why temptation was invented.

© Gerry Champion a.k.a. Rockin’ Gerry

© Gerry Champion a.k.a. Rockin’ Gerry
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Clover the Fluffy Pig says

“I want to get in on all this online, full colour malarkey so
HOLD THE THIRD PAGE!”
Tales From The Woods raises a glass to the man considered by many to be the greatest soul man
of all time, the King of Rock’n’Soul, the wonderful Solomon Burke who passed away suddenly on
a flight from Los Angeles when it was nearing its destination of Amsterdam on 10th October.
Unlike so many of my contemporaries at Tales
From The Woods, I never got to witness the mighty
Solomon Burke live on a British stage in the midsixties, I had to wait until 1994 both at Jazz Fest and
House Of Blues New Orleans on my first ever trip to
the United States. It was the final night of the US trip
and we were flying home at the crack of dawn the
following morning but I was not going to miss the
chance to see Solomon in such intimate
surroundings. So okay, at Jazz-Fest so much is lost
when you’re standing in a crowd of thousands,
maybe a hundred rows back, in 90 degree burning
sunshine. I had waited all these long years to see
him, I was determined to see him in surroundings
that so many of my muso friends would have
witnessed some thirty years before.
Solomon Burke 2009 © Paul Harris
Was it worth the wait? You bet it was!! A few hours
later and this humid evening in the Big Easy would be elevated to one of the most wonderful events
ever, certainly one of the greatest gigs of all time. A set, not including breaks, that lasted for almost
four hours; carried on stage in his throne chair on the shoulders of a few of his band members,
should anyone doubt that we were in the presence of the King of Rock’n’Soul, the crown he was
wearing would have dispelled those doubts right from the start of this show.
Solomon was very much mobile in those days. He would have been a mere 54 or 58 at the time,
depending on which account of his birth date you choose to believe. Although a big man… a very
big man, luckily I was able to witness the energy that so many must have witnessed on a London
stage way back in the sixties. He blew me away. This evening would be a history lesson in black
music, Ask loyal Woodie Jeff Goldstein… he was there that night and, like me, still enthuses about
the gig some sixteen years later. Ask Lazy Lester, the man who performed at one of Tales From The
Woods greatest triumphs… he was there too.
Solomon sang his soul drenched back catalogue. He paid homage to long gone greats like Big Joe
Turner, Ivory Joe Hunter, Louis Jordan. He sang the blues, he sang gospel, R&B, country, alongside
many of his soul classics. For a few magical moments he was joined on stage by Herb Reed of The
Platters fame to render “Only You” and “The Great Pretender”. At the close, around 4am, the mighty
frame of Solomon Burke was strolling the floor amongst the excited crowd, signing autographs
whilst singing Little Richard’s “Lucille”.
Me, I was delirious, going nuts. It’s four in the morning, in a few hours I have a laborious flight back
to the UK, been up about 20 hours so far, got around another 20 or 30 before any proper sleep. Do
I care? Do I hell! “More! More! More!” I scream. there can’t be more of course as he has already
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been on stage since midnight, so I stroll back to the hotel. You know the feeling you get after a near
life changing gig, your head is full of what you have just seen, how are you going to put the
experience into words in an attempt to explain it to fellow music loving friends. You turn corners
without realising it, only your destination in front of your eyes brings your thoughts back to the real
world.
I would catch the great man in action a few more times, at the Royal Festival Hall in company of the
Jon Spencer Blues Explosion. Now that was not a very clever idea was it? Putting together one of
the greatest soul men ever with a flavour of the month punky rock/blues guitar band? Oh dear!!!
Apart from managing to split the audience right down the middle, what was the point of that? Fans
of the aforementioned Blues Explosion sitting a few rows behind us, judging by their comments and
bemused expressions, were convinced that Solomon was a rip off of the Blues Brothers. Let’s hope
they have all grown up by now. However, despite all the shortcomings of this gig, it proves beyond
all shadow of doubt the esteem in which he was held by our diverse membership as Woodies had
a near complete centre row to themselves at this prestigious London Venue. Solomon’s first London
gig in many long years brought us Woodies out in full.
Back in London at the Barbican, I’m happy to say with his own highly proficient band in tow. Finally
just a few months ago at Camden Town’s Jazz Café on a sweltering evening back in late July that
I am proud to say was reviewed in Issue 57 of Tales From The Woods.
Jerry Wexler, co-founder of Atlantic Records, described Solomon Burke as wily, highly intelligent, a
salesman of epic proportions, confined to a wheelchair in latter years as his weight ballooned to an
alarming 30 stone. Born 21st March of either 1940 or 1936 depending on which acceptance of his
birth date you choose. In Philadelphia, by the time he was seven years old, he was singing in
church, no doubt under the powerful influence of his grandmother Eleanor, who belonged to an
evangelical organisation called the United House of Prayer. The young lad wrote one of his first
compositions after Eleanor died in 1954. Soon the young Solomon was mounting the pulpit to be
described by its loyal congregation as Solomon the Wonder Boy Preacher. Not too much time
elapsed before he was hosting his own Philadelphia gospel radio show entitled Solomon’s Temple.
Once school days were left behind he trained as an embalmer at his uncle’s funeral parlour, but at
the same time he had his heart set on a singing career which would not surprisingly soon bear fruit
with records being released on the Apollo label, where attempts to groom him into the next Harry
Belafonte displeased him greatly. Soon to be rescued by the legendary Atlantic label from where his
1959 cut of “Be Bop A Grandma” is held in high regard across all Woodie fronts. It would be his 1960
cut of “Just Out of Reach (Of My Two Open Arms)” that would put his name on the lips of the record
industry and record buying public generally. This country based tune gave him a million selling
single. Next up “Cry To Me”, written by Bert Berns, would be the single that captured the
imagination of this then very young Woodie across the pond at his home in Tottenham, and
obviously for a considerable number of yourselves. Soon the gems would be coming thick and fast,
spinning from the turntables to young ears in London R&B clubs like The Scene or Flamingo. "Down
in the Valley to Pray", "If You Need Me", "Everybody Needs Somebody to Love", "You're Good For
Me", "The Price" along with the novelty dance “Stupidity” covered in the UK by Liverpool based
Solomon Burke fan Kingsize Taylor & The Dominos.
Meanwhile back in the States he embarked on punishing cross country tours that zig-zagged across
the entirety of the United States; performing in the segregated southern states brought all its
unpleasant predictable problems although, even by these standards, Solomon and his band were
surprised to find themselves performing to a Klu Klux Clan Rally in Mississippi. By December 1964
Burke was in Los Angeles to visit his friend Sam Cooke on the day that Cooke was murdered, which
prompted him to write his biggest hit “Got to Get You Off My Mind”.
By the later sixties, finding himself eclipsed at Atlantic as the Soul Music revolution really took hold
of the record buying public, Solomon jumped ship, first to Bell Records recording the album “Proud
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Mary” [1969], boosted by the chart success of its writer John Fogerty who at the time was riding the
crest of the wave with his band Creedence Clearwater Revival. As the sixties gave wave to the
seventies he would be found label hopping through MGM, Dunhill, and Chess finding it increasingly
difficult to apply the magic touch. Diversifying by scoring for the movie “Cool Breeze” [1972] and
recording the theme tune for a US version of the TV sitcom “Love Thy Neighbour”. At one point he
attempted to exploit the fashion for sibling pop such as Jackson Five, The Osmonds etc, by
grooming seven of his own children as the commercially ill fated Sons & Daughters Of Solomon.
However by the mid-eighties the wheel of fortune had swung back in Solomon’s favour. Whilst
having dinner with roots music writer/author of genius Peter Guralnick, playing tapes he had made
to his dinner guest, Peter immediately called his contacts at Rounder Records who hot-footed to the
restaurant to take a listen. Soon that tape would transform into the 1985 album “Soul Alive” where
Burke had supercharged his best known songs with renewed energy and inspiration. His revival
continued the following year with what must be one of soul music’s finest statements - his take on
“A Change Is Gonna Come”.
Come 1987 he made his movie debut in the film “The Big Easy”. Touring ceaselessly in his native
land through the nineties with the odd foray to Europe although sadly not the UK although that would
finally be put right in the early years of the present century. Soon after he was inducted into the
Rock’n’Roll Hall of Fame in 2001. The following year he cut the acclaimed “Don’t Give Up On Me”
album for the Fat Possum label, featuring songs from such heavyweights as Dan Penn, Tom Waits,
Bob Dylan, Van Morrison, Brian Wilson. The album won a much deserved Grammy. In 2004 Burke
featured in the blues documentary “Lightning In A Bottle”, whilst his 2006 album “Nashville”, a
country-soul affair, included contributions from the likes of Emmylou Harris, Buddy Millar, Dolly
Parton.
March 2007 would find Solomon hosting an all star celebration in memory of Ahmet Ertegun the
founder of Atlantic Records. More star names were to line up to have their songs sung by the great
Solomon Burke on his 2008 album “Like A Fire” including 'Keb Mo, Ben Harper, Eric Clapton. The
same year the King of Rock’n’Soul made his debut at Glastonbury; hopefully by now the Jon
Spencer Blues Explosion fans had got the point.
2009 would see him working on another new album, “Nothing Impossible” with his friend the revered
producer and supremo of the Legendary Hi Records of Memphis, Tennessee Willie Mitchell. Sadly
the latter,, who died in January would not live to see it released the following April. Solomon would
embark on a European tour which would include the aforementioned Jazz Café gig. He was set to
perform with Dutch band De Jik with whom he had recorded a new album “Hold On Tight” set for a
release this month. He was pronounced dead at Schiphol Airport in the Dutch capital after flying in
from Los Angeles. Solomon is said to have fathered twenty one children, the majority by his second
wife Dolores. He is survived by his third wife, Sunday, with whom he had four children making a
grand total of an estimated ninety grandchildren.
Tales From The Woods raises a glass to comedian/actor/entertainer Sir
Norman Wisdom who passed away on the 4th October age 95.
We here at Tales From The Woods firmly believe that if Norman Wisdom
had had the good fortune to be either born in or had moved to the United
States as a youngster he would now be mentioned in the same
reverential tones as Charlie Chaplin, Harold Lloyd or Buster Keaton.
Instead he would remain a purely British tradition despite appearing and
being a success on both Broadway and making a brief foray into
Hollywood,
Wisdom would, it seem, perform near rubbery contortions, collapsing to
the ground in hysterical laughter, whilst Jerry Desmonde, his perfect foil
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as stern faced, long suffering straight man in many of Norman’s 1950s and 1960s comedy farces,
looked on. There can be no doubt that he was the last in a long tradition of slapstick clowns, relying
heavily on physical mobility rather than the spoken word.
A criticism often levelled at Wisdom, an opinion expressed with the benefit of hindsight, were his
embarrassing tear-jerking ballads. Well as I recall from my childhood were the 1950s not the decade
of the 'tear jerker' song and film? “Tammy” immediately springs to mind. Norman’s heritage dated
back to the music-halls which, by the time his career peaked, were largely a dying art-form. Old
music hall theatres were being bulldozed to the ground, if they were very lucky maybe being turned
into a cinema.
Born into desperate poverty in Marylebone, London, he had a childhood that would indicate
everything that nightmares are made of. When interviewed he would disclose that, as a small boy,
he was not a stranger to walking to school barefooted. Once his mother had fled the family home
both he and his brother were farmed out to a children’s home by their father. At the unbelievably
tender age of 11 he ran away and survived on the streets of London until the age of 13, when he
was to obtain a tiny shred of security and a little income by becoming employed as a grocery errand
boy.
The arrival of the war years found Norman serving in India, gaining his first real taste of
entertainment by appearing in a knockabout boxing comedy routine. The army also offered him the
opportunity to develop his natural musical skills by becoming a bandsman in the Royal Corps of
Signals.
After the war Norman made his variety debut at the old Collins Music Hall in Islington, North London,
in 1945. Soon he found himself touring the length and breadth of the country in both summer shows
and pantomime, making his west end debut in1948 at the London Casino. Virtually overnight he
became famous - "A star is born!" announced the Daily Mail. The following week he went straight to
the top of the bill at the Golders Green Hippodrome.
This was followed by a summer season with magician David Nixon, working out meticulously the
characterisation for which he would become famous: known variously as either Norman, Pitkin or
slightly later Gump, an enthusiastic, puppyish little man in a too tight tweed jacket and crooked cap
completed by the soon to become familiar jerky gait. Pretending to be a volunteer from the audience
to help in Nixon’s act, of course he was soon to reduce everything to shambles and laughter.
His first Royal Variety Performance came in 1952, followed by his film debut the following year with
“Trouble In Store”, and topping the recently created pop charts with the song from the film “Don't
Laugh at Me 'Cos I'm a Fool”. Soon even Charlie Chaplin was taking notice, describing Wisdom as
his favourite clown.
A string of hit films continued with “One Good Turn” [1954], “The Square Peg” [1956], “The Bulldog
Breed” [1960] being amongst the best remembered. Often Jerry Desmonde was in tow as was
another old stalwart of variety and theatre,
Edward Chapman.
Not deserting the stage he starred in “Where's
Charley?” at the Palace Theatre in London
proved hugely popular in 1958. However, his
1963 theatre production “Roar Of The
Greasepaint, Smell Of The Crowd”, flopped
badly after a Manchester try out.
Jerry
Desmonde

On to Broadway for the triumphant “Walking
Happy” [1966] then on to Hollywood to make a

Edward
Chapman
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favourite of ours here at Tales From The Woods, bringing depth and
haunting pathos to his role as vaudeville star in “The Night They
Raided Minsky's” [1968] which also featured Britt Ekland, Jason
Robards and Bert Lahr. In the opinion of Variety magazine at the time,
“Wisdom so dominates every scene that other cast members suffer
in comparison”.
In an attempt to bring his film career up to date, he literally finished it
the following year [1969] starring in a fairly sophisticated sex comedy
“What's Good For the Goose”. His public were not ready to see him romping in bed with Sally Geeson.
He continued to tour with his hugely successful one man shows, returned to the screen in 1981,
albeit the small one, in a harrowing television drama “Going Gently” set in the cancer ward of a
London Hospital. It would prove to be a startling success for which he won a richly deserved BAFTA
award. Trying out sitcoms that proved beyond doubt that they were not his forte, he then took his
one man show to South Africa and Australia, his appearances in his native land becoming far less
frequent.
Extremely wealthy, he spent much of the eighties in seclusion at his Isle Of Man
home, re-emerging in the nineties to play Billy Ingleton in “Last Of The Summer
Wine” in a number of episodes between 1995 and 2004, that last year even turning
up in “Coronation Street” as pensioner Ernie Crabb.
An attempt to return to the big screen failed in 1992, playing a retired burglar in
“Double X”. In a “South Bank Show” the following year he re-addressed the balance
by having the whole of this respected television arts programme dedicated to his
long career.
Announcing his retirement from show business in 2005 at the age of 90, two years
later he went into residential care at an Isle Of Man nursing home. Early 2008 saw
a television documentary portraying this great clown in extreme old age, still chirpy
but obviously suffering from dementia. It would soon become so severe that he no
longer recognised himself in his own films.

Hi Gang,
Editor speaking from Tales From The Woods Towers, in Bromley, capital of North Kent.
I am sure I speak for all the contributors when I say how pleased we were by the reaction to Issue
57, our first on-line issue. Without a single exception all you good folks agreed that in full colour on
the website for all to browse and read at their own leisure, the new product indeed bears little
relation to our former hard-copy issues. However, I have to say that 'H' our TFTW I.T. expert
deserves a round of applause for both presentation and format (and I can’t say I disagree with him
- H).
Good news continues with regard to new subscribers joining the Woodie group. These past 12
months have seen an increase that has almost doubled our numbers. That really is fantastic, so give
yourselves a round of applause for you certainly deserve it.
Our monthly Gang Meet Up on the last Friday of each month which has been meeting at various
locations in central London for in excess of twenty years, remains as popular as ever, and we are
always happy to see new faces. So, a new subscriber? Or perhaps a much longer one but simply
never got round to it? Just not sure as you may not know us that well or indeed at all? Not to worry;
everyone agrees we are a friendly bunch, though some might suggest a little eccentric maybe!!!
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The same applies to any one of our social activities that are organised by our wonderful hard
working social secretary John 'Soulboy' Jolliffe. Don’t be shy, come along and meet us, we want to
see you.
It is my sad duty to report we received news from the family of Mr Paul Coleman who, as well as
being a loyal subscriber was a regular and enthusiastic attendee of all our 2is Shows, that he passed
away recently. Paul’s brother very kindly at this time of family tragedy took time out not only to
advise us of Paul’s passing, but also to say how much the family will treasure the happy memories
of the evenings spent together at the 100 Club at our 2is Shows. That indeed is humbling and makes
it all worth while.
A week or so later I received another sad letter from the widow of Mr Richard Baker informing us of
the sudden death of her husband some while ago. Richard was a huge skiffle fan and I have fond
memories of him at our Skiffle 50 Show at the Water Rats back in 2006. Later that same year our
paths crossed again, only this time in far less happier circumstances after the tragic loss in a road
accident of one of skiffle’s greatest founding fathers, Rick Hardy. Now, too, Richard has also gone.
May I on behalf of everyone at Tales From The Woods send our condolences to all the family and
friends of Paul Coleman and Richard Baker. We shall both miss and remember them with much
fondness.
At the time of going to press, the future of London’s longest
surviving music venue and certainly one of the most famous
in the world, the 100 Club, remains uncertain. There are so
many conflicting stories at present circulating that I am reluctant to comment. However, the emails received at TFTW
certainly convey the overwhelming opinion that the near 70
year venue should be granted National Heritage site status.
Trying to convince the barbarians who dictate the politics of
our great cities and towns is of course a far different matter.
Or, as a fifties Brit Rock’n’Roll hero who has appeared on a
Tales From The Woods stage more than once over these past few years so eloquently put it, these
people have literally no understanding of popular culture and its importance in both the mindset of
the population and its place in social history.
What is common knowledge is that many famous rock household names are fully aware of the
importance of the venue to popular culture and are doing all they can to save this world renowned
basement. There is also a 'Save the 100 Club' facebook campaign which we here at Tales From
The Woods were among the first to sign up to.
We believe that the 'Show Must Go On' and go on it will. Just a couple of hundred metres or so from
100 Oxford Street, nestled inside Orange Yard off Manette Street near the junction of Charing Cross
Road and the aforementioned Oxford Street, just yards from Tottenham Court Road sits another
established roots music venue of maybe thirty years standing - the Borderline - where come Sunday
30th January from 5pm you will find 2is No5 (subtitled British Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show). When
you scroll down (or towards the back of the mag for our traditional paper recipients) you will find all
the details you need in The Buzz column.
Author of “Rockin’ At The 2is”, Andrew Ings, recently emailed Tales From The Woods regarding his
attempt to locate Mr Alan Klein. Not the one-time manager of the Beatles post-Epstein, but another
less controversial figure, I am sure, who wrote the hit musical 'What A Crazy World' which was made
into a film in 1963. Among the other occupations of the obviously talented Mr Klein was as a
frontman for the sixties cult outfit 'The New Vaudeville Band’, even finding time to release a solo
album in 1964 entitled 'Well At Least It’s British', no doubt a play on words at the time when the
British Invasion was sweeping across the Atlantic. Andrew also believes that Alan Klein’s brother is,
or was, employed as a soundman by Sir Paul McCartney.
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If you have any information for Andrew regarding this matter please feel free to contact me here at
TFTW and I will pass it on to a no doubt very grateful Andrew.
It is indeed common knowledge that amongst the many branches that make up the Woodie tree are
experts in many fields with far reaching connections. Knowledge of such diversity brings emails from
afar, requesting help for information on subjects eclectic. No doubt this is what prompted a Mr Jim
Berkenstadt in the United States to ask about the legendary British drummer Jimmy Nicol whose
musical career he is in the process of writing a book about. Jim has already interviewed many
legendary names from the early days of Rock’n’Roll in Britain, but is keen to fill in a couple of gaps,
the first being Jimmy’s very early days most notably at the 2is before becoming a member of Colin
Hicks & The Cabinboys. Secondly the period after his stint with Vince Eager before becoming a part
of Georgie Fame & The Blue Flames.
If there is any way you think you may be able to help Jim over there in the U S of A, no matter how
insignificant you may feel the information to be, from little acorns do big acorns grow. Could be very
small but lead in to a major development. Please let us know here at Tales From The Woods and I
will pass your info on to either Jim or his good friend over here in Blighty, legendary drummer Raye
Du Val.
See you all later for The Buzz.

CD REVIEWS
Hi there, Kats and Kittens. It’s Boppin’ Brian (a.k.a. Hard Rock Bunter,
a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at some recent rockin’ CD releases

Hi there, there's been some great stuff emerging from the
UK Ace label in recent months; let's take a look at four
crackers that have just graced my collection.
The "London American Year By Year" series has proved
popular with punters, with a mixture of classics and lesser
known gems making up the first two releases of sides
issued on the legendary UK label in 1960 and 1961. This
year a further two collections have hit the streets, the first spotlighting the year 1962 (CDCHD 1265),
the second 1959 (CDCHD 1285).
Looking first at the '62 volume, there's familiar friends by way
of Little Eva's "The Locomotion", Del Shannon's "The Swiss
Maid" (written by Roger Miller), Booker T and the MG's "Green
Onions" (which, like Bobby ‘Boris’ Pickett's "Monster Mash",
bombed on its first release but went UK Top 10 when reissued
in the '70s), Pat Boone's "Speedy Gonzales" and Carole King's
"It Might As Well Rain Until September"; of the rest, we have
the Coasters with "Ain't That Just Like Me" (covered by the
Hollies in 1963), Ernie K-Doe's New Orleans-minted classic "A
Certain Girl", Jerry Lee Lewis' "I've Been Twistin'", his
adaptation of Little Junior Parker's "Feelin' Good", like "I've
Been Twistin'", on Sun, the pure pop of the Crickets' "He's Old
Enough To Know Better", Roy Orbison's dramatic "The Crowd",
femme pop from Carol Connors with "Big Big Love", a true
oddity by the Drifters in their vocal version of Acker Bilk's "Stranger On The Shore", pleasant pop
from Larry Finnegan with "Pretty Suzy Sunshine", classy femme doo-wop by the Chantels with
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"Here It Comes Again", Bobby Darin's likeable extended version of Ray Charles' "What'd I Say",
classic R&B with Ben E. King's "Ecstasy" (covered in the UK by Oliver Reed with unintentionally
hilarious results), Ketty Lester's sultry follow-up to "Love Letters", "But Not For Me", Charlie Rich's
jaunty "Just A Little Bit Sweet" (covered in '64 by Rick Nelson), Sandy Nelson's modest chart-placer
"Drums Are My Beat", Elvis' main squeeze of the late '50s Anita Wood, with the Sun-minted "I'll Wait
Forever", Fats Domino's superb version of Hank Williams' "Jambalaya", Ace Cannon's atmospheric
"Blues Stay Away From Me", the Majors' "She's A Troublemaker", the obscure but great pounder by
Lloyd George, "Lucy Lee", later-period Charlie Gracie with "Pretty Baby", more pleasant pop from
crooning Jerry Wallace with "Shutters and Boards", and, possibly most interesting of all, the
ORIGINAL version of "Lover Please" by Dennis Turner, which of course lost out in the chart race to
Clyde McPhatter and the Vernons Girls.
The 1959 CD also carries a fair old mixture of styles; Jerry Keller's
"Here Comes Summer", Duane Eddy's "Some Kinda
Earthquake", the Coasters' "Charlie Brown", Johnny and the
Hurricanes' "Red River Rock", Dee Clark's "Just Keep It Up",
Bobby Darin's "Mack The Knife" and Wink Martindale's "Deck Of
Cards" all scored in the UK charts, Fats Domino's "I'm Ready" is,
quite simply, a Rock’n’Roll masterwork, Julie London's sinuous
rendition of Rosemary Clooney's "Come On-A My House" comes,
like Della Reese's gospel-tinged "Sermonette" under the jazz
umbrella, Clyde McPhatter's "You Went Back On Your Word" was
covered in '64 by Jerry Lee, "Luther Played The Boogie" is classic
(Johnny) Cash, Sammy Turner's "Sweet Annie Laurie" appeared
at round about the same time he appeared on TV's "Boy Meets
Girl" show, like Fats Domino, Chuck Berry's "Back In The USA" is
classic Rock’n’Roll, as indeed is the aforementioned Jerry Lee Lewis' "Let's Talk About Us", Jimmie
and the Nighthoppers' "Cruising", Larry Williams' "She Said Yeah", Neil Sedaka's "Ring A Rockin'",
and Eddie Cochran's "Teenage Heaven".
Quality R&B also resides through Ray Charles' unique version of Hank Snow's "I'm Moving On", Bo
Diddley's still-unusual "Say Man", Chuck Willis' posthumous "My Life", Lavern Baker's loping "So
High So Low", and Ruth Brown's "I Don't Know", country with Sanford Clark's "Run Boy Run", and
white-boy pop with Jimmy Isle's "Diamond Ring", covered in 1960 by Adam Faith, "Starry Eyed" by
Gary Stites, covered over here by Duffy Power and more successfully by Michael Holliday, and
Jimmy Clanton's "A Letter To An Angel".
All in all, then, the standard of these two collections is every bit as high as their predecessors, and
of course with Ace, you get a superb booklet with lots of tantalising label-shots, press cuttings, and
pics, not to mention informative notes by Tony Rounce and personal reminiscences from Alan
Warner. An essential series, this; go get 'em!
Another collection rich in quality is the CD companion to Max
Decharne's enjoyable if flawed synopsis of the musical genre
known as rockabilly released by Serpent's Tail earlier this year,
entitled "A Rocket In My Pocket"; the CD is entitled "A Rocket In
My Pocket; The Soundtrack To The Hipster's Guide To
Rockabilly Music", is released on Ace CDCHD 1268, and
contains 28 of the finest examples of pickin'-'em-up-and-puttin''em-down-dom. (This was previously reviewed in Issue 57 by
John Howard)
Many were released in the '50s, a few emerged on albums
cobbled together in the wake of the Rockabilly Renaissance of
the '70s, and one or two are previously unissued. Seeing
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daylight for the first time is a fervid bopper by Roy Burk and the Bell Bottoms, entitled "Rock To The
Boogie" and an alternate take of Jackie Morningstar's lurid classic "Rockin' In The Graveyard". The
demo of "Everybody's Trying To Be My Baby", a song better known by Carl Perkins but here
rendered by Freddie Franks, first saw the light of day on the 2004 Ace release, "Gene Vincent Cut
Our Songs".
It seems incredible that Hal Harris's "Jitterbop Baby" could remain unreleased until 1978, such is its
brilliance and quality and, indeed, familiarity. Sure, it took a new generation of curious rockin' fans
and collectors to recognise even those sides originally released in those magical days some 55
years ago or so, and the following songs, included in this collection, became all-time classics of the
form; "How Can You Be Mean To Me" by Dale Vaughn, "The Raging Sea", by Gene Maltais, "Put
Your Cat Clothes On" by Carl Perkins, "Don't Be Gone Long" by Bob Doss, "Mean Mean Man" by
Wanda Jackson, "The Train Kept A-Rollin'" by Johnny Burnette, "Bop A Lena" by Ronnie Self,
"Wash Machine Boogie" by the Echo Valley Boys, "Pink and Black" by Sonny Fisher, "Get With It"
by Charlie Feathers, "Come On Little Mama" by Ray Harris, "Big Green Car" by Jimmy Carroll, "Jello
Sal" by Benny Ingram, "Mama's Little Baby" by Junior Thompson, "Save It" by Mel Robbins, "I Can't
Find The Doorknob" by Jimmy and Johnny, "Scratching On My Screen", "Boppin' High School Baby"
by Don Willis, "Snake Eyed Mama" by Don Cole and, of course, "I Got A Rocket In My Pocket" by
Jimmy Lloyd, stand alongside lesser-known gems like "She's The One That's Got It" by Allen Page,
"Mad Dog In Town" by Rocky Bill Ford, and "The Slide" by the Rhythm Rockets, in addition to one
inclusion that would have been considered unthinkable on any Ace collection even only a few short
years ago, Elvis Presley's "Mystery Train". Many will have long had most of these songs in their CD
collections, but even so, you'd be hard pressed to find a better CD for your rockin' party.
The last CD to be summarized is Volume One of "CameoParkway Vocal Groups" (Ace CDCHD 1272) and overall I
enjoyed this far more than I thought I would. The 24 tracks
cover the period 1958-1965, and there is, to me, only one
real dog, and that's "Down By The Ocean" by the
Exceptions, which takes its inspiration from the work of the
Dovells (who themselves appear on the CD via the R&B
handclapper from '63, "Short On Bread", basically an
adaptation of "Shortnin' Bread"), who by the time of the
song's recording (1965) were considered an anachronism
in the light of all things British Invasion.
The first doo-wop group signed to the Cameo imprint were
of course the Rays (who themselves deserve a CD release)
and they are represented by the 1958-cut ballad "Triangle".
Rick and the Masters have three songs, "Let It Please Be You", a great ballad that belies its year of
recording (1963), the high-steppin', Earls-like "I Don't Want Your Love", and "Flame Of Love", cut a
year earlier, is also quite pleasant. The Skyliners were on Cameo by 1962, and with Jimmy
Beaumont naturally at the helm, they turn in nice versions of "Three Coins In The Fountain" and
"Everyone But You". The Sequins' "The Mountains" dates from 1959 and has a nice emotive lead,
the Lydells' 1961 offering, "There Goes The Boy" is about lost love, the Defenders' 1964 track "I
Laughed So Hard" is a busy-tempoed mover and the Gleems' "Sandra Baby" is kinda cutesie-pie
pop.
Great to see the Turbans, on Herald in their glory days some six years before recording the superb
"Golden Rings" and the Drifters-like recut of their biggie "When You Dance"; the Impacts are OK
with the 1963-cut "Tears In My Heart", the Roommates impress with their Belmonts and
Flamingoes-like 1962 treatment (respectively) of the standards "A Sunday Kind Of Love" and "A
Lovely Way To Spend An Evening", Billy Joel would love Billy and the Essentials' "Remember Me
Baby" from '64, as it has the quality about it that inspired BJ to write "The Longest Time" many years
later; the overall sound reminds one of the Tymes, and the lads themselves impress to the max on
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my favourite track on the whole CD, the brilliant, "Stand By Me"-like ""Did You Ever Get My Letter".
Magnificent.
The Anglos come on like the Flamingoes with "Raining Teardrops", from '63, the Expressions excel
with "To Cry", a '63 cut that has a delicious hint of Drifters-ism about it, the Gainors' 1958 offering
"You Must Be An Angel" is pretty, and it's great to see Lee Andrews (of Hearts fame), scoring with
a goodie in "Gee But I'm Lonesome", from 1962, and Pookie Hudson and the Spaniels in a stately
waltz that actually works, entitled "Turn Out The Lights", also from '62 and interestingly written by
Lloyd Price and Harold Logan. I was pleasantly surprised to discover that Cameo-Parkway had
issued some tasty doo-woppers in amongst the Chubby Checker and Bobby Rydell releases, this is
a well-above-average collection and I for one hope for more delvings into the Cameo catalogue.
Bunter.

45

Hemsby 45 proved to be every bit as enjoyable as the many others I've managed to attend since
May 1992 (I've only missed three in all that time!); it took place between October 8-11, 2010 and
was quite well attended. I didn't get to see all the singers and bands featured, but let's look at those
who I did catch in action.
Early rockin' birds arriving for the pre-Hemsby party on Thursday in the Harlequin bar on the
Seacroft Holiday Centre where the event was held were treated to (evidently) stellar sets from the
UXB, Rob Glazebrook's Houserockers, and Jack Rabbit Slim. I touched down in Norfolk the
following day; I missed Kat and the K9s and Hot Doggin' performing in the Harlequin, and the
Obsidians and the apparently superb reunion of the original members of the Rimshots on Friday
night in the Starlight Ballroom, but did manage to view the evening's American interest in the
persons of Art Adams, back for a fifth time I believe, and raving revivalist Mack Stevens.
Art was backed by Jack Rabbit Slim who, one might say, threatened to
musically overwhelm him at times, but, to my eyes, only seemed to urge Art
on to greater heights. And he indeed worked hard on songs like "Canadian
Lady", "Honey Girl", Lattie Moore's "Juke Joint Johnnie", Chuck Berry's "Let
It Rock", Bill Monroe's "Rocky Road Blues", Warren Smith's "Rock and Roll
Ruby" and "Ubangi Stomp", "The Truth", "She Don't Live Here No More",
Johnny Cash's "Train Of Love", and Carl Perkins' "Everybody's Tryin' To Be
My Baby" as well as his own legendary barn-burners "Indian Joe", "Dancin'
Doll" and "Rock Crazy Baby". Another good 'un from the former Cherry
recording artist, and don't bet against Art Adams gracing the Hemsby stage
again in the future.
Art Adams
© Paul Harris

Rollin' Rock recording artist Mack Stevens' Hemsby debut back in 2001
was, to my eyes and ears, a tad disappointing, as the many visual stunts he
pulled onstage constantly threatened to reduce the impact and quality of the
music, and I for one doubted if we'd ever see him in Norfolk again. How wrong could I be; here he
was at Hemsby 45, older and bolder, and to my delight, we saw what Mack Stevens was really
capable of; backed by the Houserockers, he delivered a naturally fiery set with a strong, powerful
voice redolent of a Johnny Burnette (indeed, "The Train Kept A Rollin'" was part of his set).
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It was during "Train" that the set's only major visual diversion
occurred, where, from a wriggling sack brought on by compere
Kav Kavanagh, Mack produced two live snakes (believed, I later
understood, to be poisonous, but happily, and sensibly,
defanged!) and belted out the Tiny Bradshaw song while gently
working the snakes around him. By the way, a little bit of Jack
Scott's "Save My Soul" was worked into the song.

Mack Stevens © Paul Harris

Stevens got wilder still following this, whipping off his trouser belt
during his own song "Scream" (assisted by a few willing female
backing vocalists), then closing with Jimmy Johnson's Starday
classic "All Dressed Up" and the evergreen "Good Rockin'
Tonight". The above was preceded by John Lee Hooker's "Shake
'Em On Down", Sonny Fisher's "Sneaky Pete", the Johnny Cashlike "Let's See You Try and Cheat On Me Again", the wild
"Daddy", "She Won't Come Back From The Back Of That
Cadillac" (hope these song titles are correct!), "Woodpecker
Rock", "Crazy Mama", Johnny Cash's "Big River", "Rock and Roll
In The Groove", and Jimmy Grubbs' "Let's Rock Tonight". A
much better showing this time from a guy who, at the Friday night
press reception, entertained all with his witty repartee.
To Saturday. For the record, I missed the Bonneville Barons in the Harlequin, and Restless (who
apparently got rave reviews from many) who appeared in the Starlight in the early hours of Sunday.
I did catch what was officially billed as the last show together by Slim Slip and the Sliders, and
somewhat naturally, theirs was a fiery, feisty and explosive farewell; I didn't managed to jot down
numbers, but I do recall a number of very young rockabilly fans being invited to come on stage and
bop, which they did do with gusto. I wish the guys well in their individual careers; they've provided
an awful lot of pleasure for rockabilly cats all over the UK.
If you take a band built around a gentleman who was
lead guitarist for the legendary Johnny Cash from
1968 to the Man In Black's passing in 2003 and
rehearse them successfully to the nth degree on
Cash's wonderful material then you're in for a rare
treat, and so it was that the Tennessee Three
Johnny Cash Tribute Band, led by that very
gentleman, Bob Wootton, set Hemsby alight Saturday
night with Bob assuming the role of his former boss to
perfection on "Folsom Prison Blues", "All Over Again",
"Give My Love To Rose", "Big River", "Five Feet High
and Rising", "I Was There When It Happened",
"Luther's Boogie", "Cry Cry Cry", "Orange Blossom Special" (with Bob on harmonica), "Wreck Of
The Old '97", "Sunday Morning Comin' Down", "Ghost Riders In The Sky", "Get Rhythm", "Delia's
Gone", "Cocaine Blues" (outstanding), "Will The Circle Be Unbroken", "Daddy Sang Bass",
"Jackson" (which Bob sang with his wife), "I Walk The Line", "Ring Of Fire", "I Got Stripes", "I Still
Miss Someone", "Doin' My Time" and an encore with "Big River". Best ever reception accorded an
American act at Hemsby, some say. Certainly the crowd was enraptured by this professional, quality
performance.
Tennessee Three (Bob & Vicky Wootton)
© Paul Harris

Sweden's Vince and the Peaktones had their work cut out to follow the might of Bob Wootton's
army but, despite a slow start, they gained in strength and impact with a set notable for its unusual
choice of covers; I made a note of Tommy Roe's "Save Your Kisses", Bob Denton's "Playboy",
Huelyn Duvall's "Pucker Paint", Elvis/Roy Hamilton's "One Sided Love Affair", Terry Noland's "Patty
Baby", Ersel Hickey's "You Threw A Dart", Ral Donner's "Tears Of Misery", Tony Bellus' "Robbin'
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The Cradle", Cliff Gleaves' "Love Is Our Business", Fabian's "Tiger", Bobby Day's "Rockin' Robin",
Elvis' "Please Don't Drag That String Around", and Carl Perkins' "Honey 'Cause I Love You". These
were woven in amongst a selection of original songs, and I'd like to thank Tony Wilkinson with help
on recognising certain songs.
Before I leave Saturday, I must make reference to the fact that joining us on a largely social call were
Levi and Bernie Dexter. Portland-born Bernie is rightly judged worldwide as THE premier rockabilly
retro fashion model of the present day, and she charmed all who met and spoke with her at the press
reception and throughout the weekend. Originally hailing from Essex, Levi relocated to the States
in the late '70s and set about creating a career on the rockabilly circuit, which he has managed to
do with considerable success.
As the advertised Saturday-afternoon-in-the-Harlequin band Little Neal and the Blueflames were
unable to appear due to a member's illness, Jack Rabbit Slim were on hand to plug the gap, and
during their set Levi got up to rock a few, including a magnificent take on Bill Allen's "Please Give
Me Something"; this appearance brought back memories of his excellent set at Hemsby in May
2008. The Dexters made many new friends during this trip, and are returning to Blighty for Hemsby
46; I for one look forward to seeing them both in May next year.
Sunday. Beautiful weather. I went on the Hemsby Boat Cruise, where the live on-boat entertainment
this time was provided by Kat and the K9's, with special guests Art Adams, Mack Stevens and Levi
Dexter on board rockin' a few songs each for the happy throng. Wildcat Pete, for me the country's
undisputed Number One rockin' disc jockey, spun the shinies and did a typically superlative job.
Missed the Jam Session with Blue DeVille and the Groove Diggers, but caught the last third of a
set by American Rob Ryan's Road Show, who, I understand, have been supporting Imelda May at
various UK shows. Apparently Rob and co were slow to get going, but I liked what I saw, with
interesting versions of Billy Boy Arnold's "Rockinitis", Flatt and Scruggs's "Foggy Mountain
Breakdown" and the rockin' "Goin' Out Drinkin'" noted by yours truly.
It's been a few years since doo-wop was included as
part of the Hemsby musical menu, but Bobby
Hendricks, a chef that sang with the Drifters in the late
'50s before embarking on a solo career, prepared a
delicious dish of a set for us all to savour. Backed by the
Swing Kings, who on this occasion included Hemsby
Houseband leader Wayne Hopkins on bass, Bobby
emphasised his Drifters’ connection with inclusions like
"There Goes My Baby" (Ben E. King replaced Bobby as
lead singer with the Drifters), "Money Honey", "Dance
With Me", "Up On The Roof", "Fools Fall In Love", "Save
Bobby Hendricks © Paul Harris
The Last Dance For Me", "This Magic Moment", and
"Under The Boardwalk" (needlessly sung twice), and gave a nod to his successor in the Drifters,
and to the soldiers serving in Afghanistan, with a version of "Stand By Me" positively dripping with
fervour and passion, and to Clyde McPhatter with "A Lover's Question".
Of his own work with the Drifters he featured a superb rendition of "Drip Drop" and he delivered a
sparky version of his token solo hit from 1958, "Itchy Twitchy Feeling". Bobby Hendricks is now 71
years of age but has the look, the grace and the movement of one twenty years younger; we
Hemsby-ites first encountered him in 2004 and his act tonight was as sharp and as professional as
it was then. Great guy too! A fine way to bring down the curtain on Hemsby 45; a mention in
dispatches to the backroom team that make Hemsby as great and as successful as it continues to
be, including comperes Rockin' Lee Hugman and Kav Kavanagh, also to the army of DJs that kept
the dance floor full, including the aforementioned Wildcat Pete, Dave Crozier, Tojo, Little Carl,
Trevor Collins (taking a break from his work with the Excellos), Bill Guntrip and Skinny Jim. Well
done all and see you in May 2011!
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The Lewis Sisters were pictured in The Shreveport Times on their March 30, 1958 edition and even had a song titled
“Come On, Let’s Stroll” issued on the Checker LP 2975 “Hit That Jumped”. That song, not issued on single, was never
a “hit” and was just a filler for that 1959 LP. That’s just a quick demo cut with four other “bring in” songs, in January
1958, to please Mister Leonard Chess when they worked Dale’s session. Those songs from that not very rehearsed
session are unissued and that’s fine because Margaret is not very proud of those recordings. The Chess crew was just
trying to emulate the Dale Hawkins’ sound with a female duet. The unissued songs are “I’m For You”, “I Found My
Baby”, “Late at Night” and “If You Don’t Love Me”. In 1960, both sisters would also provide backing on Doug
Davidson’s “A Penny For Your Thought”/”Star (of my teenage dream)” (MOA 1001), a local songwriter who worked at
a local TV station, and various artists that cut sessions at RAM studios under Mira Smith’s supervision.
The next session was set in KWKH, in
June 1958, with Dean Mathis (gtr), Joe
Osborn (gtr), Marc Mathis (bs) and DJ
Fontana (dms). Margaret’s vocal was
used on “La Do Dada” and “Superman”,
another song written with Merle Kilgore.
“La-Do-Dada” was issued with “Cross
Ties”, an instro, on Checker 900 in July
1958. That song climbed in the charts
reaching no. 32 in October 1958. Once
again superb work from Joe Osborn and
DJ Fontana. “La Do Dada” was issued in
UK (London HLM 8728) in November
1958. The song was covered by Gene
Vincent, in November 1963, as “La Den
Da Den Da Da” and when issued on Columbia DB 7293 (May 1964) the song writer credits were given to Margaret
Russell, Gene’s wife. In June 1964, Gene also covered “Susie Q” for the same UK label. Like Dale, Gene Vincent
always used fabulous guitar pickers and built his exceptional sound on their work.
From July 1958 to December 1958, Dale Hawkins, Jerry Hawkins and The Lewis Sisters played on a more or less
steady basis at The Skyway Club. In fact, Jerry managed Dale’s band while Dale was touring solo to promote his
songs. In August 1958, Dale went on his first tour set by Dick Clark and starring Roy Hamilton. For that very unpleasant
GAC tour, only Dean Mathis came with him. Margaret and Rose recorded with Jerry Hawkins, in 1958, at KWKH,
“Swing Daddy Swing”/”I’ve Got A Heart” issued on Ebb 152. Jerry had two other singles on that label in 1959. One is
“Lucky Johnny”/”Cha Cha Chu” (157) and the second “Need Your Lovin’”/”Lonely Night” (160). It seems Jerry tried his
luck in California bringing Joe Osborn and Roy Buchanan with him. Unfortunately, things failed and both would later
join Bob Luman’s band until Bob got his draft notice. Then they started to work again with Dale and finally returned to
Shreveport to rejoin Jerry at the local Stork club. In the ‘60s, Jerry was Vice President and President of Musicians
Local 116 in Shreveport and, in 1970, he produced a session at Robin Hood’s for The Rogue Show. He got them a
contract with Stan Lewis for three records on Paula.
Late 1958, Roy Buchanan made his first session on guitar with Dale Hawkins for a session
held in Chicago while they were played in Minnesota. That session produced four songs
including an outstanding cover of “My Babe” with Willie Dixon on bass and Lafayette Leake
on piano. “My Babe”, originally recorded by Little Walter, was a favourite of young rockers,
then being covered by Laura Lee Perkins, Sonny Burgess or Ricky Nelson in 1957. Even
more country act like Benny Barnes or Ric Cartey did play it on stage or records. A first
version of “Someday, One Day” stayed unissued and only “My Babe” backed with “A House,
A Car and A Wedding Ring” (recorded in a different session in New-York”) was issued on
Checker 906 in October 1958. “A House, A Car and A Wedding Ring” was spotted by The
Billboard in their October 20, 1958 edition and climbed to no. 88 in the charts in December
1958 while that superb rendition of “My Babe” failed due to the lack of support from Leonard
Chess.
Roy Buchanan was born in Arkansas in Sept 23, 1939 but grow up in California where he played with a lot of local acts
including Alis Lesley. In 1958, while appearing on the Oklahoma Bandstand (Tulsa) he met Dale Hawkins. Between
tours and recording sessions with Dale, he played recording sessions for Merle Kilgore, Jerry Hawkins, Alis Lesley and
Bob Luman. Roy remained with Dale, on and off, until early 1961. He was not always easy to handle and they fought
on occasion. During one incident, Roy attacked Dale with a can-opener and gives him a scar on his nose. Later, Roy
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Buchanan recorded with Danny & The Juniors and Freddy Cannon and worked with Ronnie Hawkins and Sammy
Govans (aka Danny Denver) before killing himself, in 1988, while arrested for public drunkenness.
Margaret also supplied back up vocals on a fast version of “Someday, One Day”, cut late 1958, which was not issued.
Dale and Margaret thought that version, issued for the first time on the Goofin’ ten inches LP “Born In Louisiana” (Goofy
1091) is far better than the one issued on Checker 913 issued in February 1959. The other side of that single, “Take My
Heart”, is a great waxing featuring a tasty sax and wild guitar. Also from the same late 1958 session came “Lulu” and
“Wild, Wild World”, two great rockin’ recordings. The real meat! Late 1958, Dick Clark had introduced him to SRO
management, founded in September 1958, and owned by Al Wilde, Mort Curtis and Chuck Reeves. That talent agency
was managing Duane Eddy and Lavern Baker and Dale toured with them for a while.
On February 3, 1959, a new session was set in Chicago with Scotty Moore (gtr),
DJ Fontana (dms), Willie Dixon (bs), Lafayette Leake (pno) and the vocal support
of The Moonglows or The Dells. “Lonely Nights” and “Yea Yea (Class Cutter)”
were issued on Checker 916 in February 1959. The single got some action, and
having adverts and support in The Billboard, “Lonely Nights” reached no. 52 in
April 1959. “Lonely Nights” is a great ballad with “swamp” sound and “Yea Yea
(Class Cutter)” is a novelty. That single was issued in England (London HLU
8842), in May 1959, and it peaked at no. 52 on the English charts. From the same
session a great cover of Jimmy Reed’s “Ain’t That Lovin’ You Baby” was issued
on Checker 923 with “My Dream” from a later session. Scotty Moore and Roy
Buchanan’s guitars blend perfectly and DJ Fontana keeps a great steady beat.
Both sides were spotted as “Spotlight winnersof the weeks” in Billboard dated
May 11, 1959. An undated session from 1959 with Scotty Moore and DJ Fontana
produced the great “Gooblie-Booblie” which Hawkins loved and “Can You Bring
Back”, the last one being unissued. Apparently, Scotty Moore and Leonard Chess
had words in the recording studio and this ended the recording partnership.
On March 16, 1959 an advert in The Billboard brings information about a R&R tour in Europe packaged by GAC
featuring Bobby Darin, Conway Twitty, Duane Eddy, Dale Hawkins and The Poni Tails. Cliff Richard should have joined
the troup in London. That 21 one day tour set to start on 22 April 1959 never happened, being killed by the Musicians
Union who would not sanction the tour without equivalent British musicians going to America in exchange. From March
27 through April 5, 1959, Dale was part of a mammoth rock and roll extravaganza set by Alan Freed and featuring Fats
Domino, Jackie Wilson, Bobby Darin, The Cadillacs and The Skyliners among others.
The same year a session at the Cliff Herring studio in Fort Worth (Tx) brings a great rendition of Tarheel Slim’s “Number
Nine Train” (Fury 1016) and an instro titled “Daredevil”. Kenny Paulsen can be heard on “Our Turn” /“Lifeguard Man”
(Checker 929), “Liza Jane”/”Back To School Blues” (Checker 934) and “Don’t Break Your Promise To Me” (Checker
940). “Our Turn”/”Lifeguard Man”, issued in July 1959, was also issued in England on London HLU 9060. “Back To
School Blues”, originally titled “High School Blues”, was a cover of a Mack Vickery song issued on Princeton and a solid
rocker. “Liza Jane”/”Back To School Blues”, issued on September 1959 in USA
was issued, in England, (London HLM 9016) in December 1959. “Liza Jane” is a
reworking of a traditional song from the previous century already recorded by
Ted Lewis (1917), Bob Wills (1947) and The Carlisles (1955) and had some
action in the South. The Checker 940 was issued in December 1959. Through
his connections with Dallas’ folks, Dale Hawkins told Bob Sullivan about an
opening for a recording engineer at the new studio in Fort Worth owned by Cliff
Herring. Leaving KWKH was a gamble but Bob Sullivan knew it was the right time
to leave. In eighteen months at Herring’s studio, he recorded three number one
records.
On September 19, 1959, Dale made a guest appearance on the “Hy Lit” show on
WCAU-TV in Philadelphia (broadcast by CBS) and became MC for the “Dale
Hawkins Show”. Among the guests were Little Willie John, Johnny Tillotson, Ray
Stevens, Freddy Cannon, Lloyd Price, The Flamingos, The Drifters, The Isley
Brothers and Connie Francis. He was a good friend with Dick Clark who had him
on his TV show four times in 1958 and twice in 1959 and there was no
competition. CBS talked to Dale about a National TV show but the payola
scandal killed the project.

Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES
February 28, 2010
Thanks to Tapio Vaisanen, Billy Millar, Howard A. Dewitt and Colin Escott.
(To be continued...)
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Porretta Soul Festival – 23 to 25 July 2010
Nobody expected that this year’s festival could reach the high standard that last year’s attained, but despite
criticism in some quarters, festival founder and producer Graziano Uliani came up with a line-up which
provided sufficient highlights to make the trip worthwhile. However, in the present austere economic climate
with reliance on sponsorship, his task is being made much harder.
Friday commenced with the Rare Groove Orchestra from The Hague, Holland, an instrumental group who
were described as a ‘soul funk and Hammond’ band. One of their inspirations may have
been the Meters but the appeal of their particular branch of the funk genre eluded me. The
self-composed instrumentals were much of a muchness and the vernacularly ‘cool’ The
Man With The Dirty Finger produced a mental image of Joyce Grenfell admonishing
‘Don’t do that’. When emcee Rick Hutton called for ‘one more time’, at least one voice
was heard to say ‘Basta! Basta!’
Next on stage was the Soul Village, an excellent Italian band, warming up for the
diminutive Chick Rodgers. She is essentially a singer of covers making a living in the
clubs of Chicago, which was where we first saw her when her party piece was Johnnie
Taylor’s Last Two Dollars. Now thirteen years on, she has matured and is a little ball of
dynamite. With a big voice for a small frame and the assistance of two female backing
singers, she put her stamp on songs such as I’ve Got to Use My Imagination (Gladys
Knight), and Aretha Franklin’s Don’t Play That Song and Ain’t No Way. She also
impressed on two songs from her own CD: a slow bluesy song, possibly titled I Need Love,
and the driving To Know You.

Chick Rodgers
© Paul Harris

Next up was the Memphis All Star Rhythm & Blues Band, which had been put together to act as the main
backing band for the festival. The musicians in the band were younger than in previous years and after the
usual instrumental warm-up, the lady from Fayetteville, North Carolina, Thelma Jones, joined them onstage.
It is always a joy to see a favourite soul artist for the first time, especially one
who appeared at one time to be lost to the soul world. It is also a pleasure to
be able to credit our very own Dave Thomas for playing a part in her ‘soul
resurrection’.

Thelma Jones
© Paul Harris

A charming lady who was delighted to appear, Thelma Jones started her career
at Barry Records and from this period we got Stronger and an extended funky
This Is The House That Jack Built (later covered by Aretha Franklin). Better
was Never Leave Me, her first recording, which resulted in shows at the
Apollo. It was there that she met Big Maybelle who was an inspiration to her,
and as a tribute she sang One Monkey Don’t Stop No Show.

The other main recording label for her was Columbia Records, where she recorded an album which contained
a number of covers. I Second That Emotion (written by Smokey Robinson) and Now That We Found Love
(Gamble and Huff) were two astute choices to include. But the highlight was Salty Tears, one of the all time
great weepies. The first few notes are unforgettable and set the tone. Lost love is the theme and Thelma carried
it off without ever resorting to absorbent tissues. She finished with an a
Rodney Ellis © Paul Harris
capella version of The First Time Ever I Saw Your Face, which was both
accurate and moving.
Rodney Ellis spent a period as lead vocalist for Kool & The Gang in the ’90s
and has dubbed himself ‘King Ellis’, a soubriquet of high ranking not
necessarily deserving of reverence. However, he knew how to entertain, and,
aided by the band, that’s precisely what he did. He handled the choice of
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material with ease and soon had the audience dancing along. Particularly enjoyable were Take Me To The
River, Last Two Dollars and Use Me. He honoured the festival’s inspiration with Dock of the Bay, which is
gradually becoming one Otis song too many, if it has not already done so. The 1980 hit Celebration was the
only Kool & The Gang number served up.

Sax Gordon © Paul Harris

Saturday began with Bruce James who was an unusual choice for a soul festival. A singer-songwriter and
keyboard player from Austin, Texas, who, while he may be soulful, was not playing soul music. That’s not to
say his short solo set wasn’t entertaining, as songs by George Jones and Steve Earle are always worth checking
out.
He was followed by an Italian band from Bologna, Groove City, and the first of their
guest stars, Sax Gordon. The Detroit-born Gordon Beadle has toured and recorded with
some of the top names in blues. His full blooded, energetic saxophone blowing was a
throwback to the wanton honkers of the ’40s, of whom Big Jay McNeely was probably
the most obvious link. The Misfit, on which he provided a gruff vocal, and the blues The
Way It Is were two examples of the man, to whom entertainment is spelled with a capital
‘E’, at his best.
He happily assumed a position in the band as they were joined on stage by a master of the
Hammond organ, Charlie Wood. His laid-back vocal style warmed two songs from his
2004 Southbound CD with One Kind Word just shading it.

What followed was a heart-felt tribute to the late Willie Mitchell with several instrumentals from the great
man’s recordings. Guitarist Bobby Manuel was the first addition to the band as this segment began with
Willie’s 1969 recording, 30-60-90. And after a medley, bass player Dwayne Thomas stepped forward for the
remainder of the tribute, which included Soul Serenade with Sax Gordon taking the King Curtis role.
The Memphis All Star Rhythm & Blues Band took over the stage for the rest
evening, warming up with Green Onions. The first artist to receive their support
was the gravelly-voiced and dreadlocked McKinley Moore, who had travelled
all the way from San Francisco to play ‘Otis’. This was quite enjoyable when
he strayed from the Redding regulars. He performed a nice version of Chained
and Bound but best of all was Cigarettes And Coffee, which he dedicated to
Jerry Butler. He ended with the self-composed Still Working, which suggested
a greater talent than might have been the first impression.
Clay Hammond © Paul Harris

McKinley Moore
© Paul Harris

Dressed in a snazzy white suit and hat, Clay Hammond, using a
walking stick, was helped on to the stage by one of his sons. In
spite of singing sitting down, his achingly sweet voice was barely
diminished, which was amply demonstrated on his opening and
best known song, Part Time Love. The flip, the simple but
affecting Women Are Human, was sandwiched by Soul Man and
Down Home Blues, not great choices for his special voice but
perhaps reducing the number of new songs for the band to learn.
Tender versions of A Change Is Gonna Come and I’m Gonna Be
Sweeter preceded the final number, God Is Standing By.

Brothers Bobby and Al Green came from a gospel background to sign to Stax in 1974, just as it was about to
go under. After their first single died a death, they recorded a rough cassette back home in Detroit, but Stax
went into bankruptcy before any finished recordings had been made and a couple of years later their career
fizzled out. Fast forward to 2008 and Bobby Manuel came across the cassette and recognised the potential.
Unsuccessful attempts to contact the brothers were followed later in the year by a serendipitous call from the
Green Bobby to the Manuel one. Since then a CD has been released and the Green Brothers were here in
Porretta to perform.
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Both wearing baggy jackets, Bobby in dark grey with white trousers and Al in white with dark grey trousers,
it appeared for a moment that there had been a mix-up in the dressing room. But as soon as they started
singing, Bobby’s falsetto and squeals contrasting with Al’s deeper voice and ‘brrrr’s, something special was
in the air. And if it was true that this was their first live performance since recording and that meant they were
lacking a little polish, then that made it all the more exciting. The opening Keep On Searchin’, I’ve Got
Everything But You and the final I Just Wanna Love You (One More Time) were the pick of a dynamic set.
She may have made her first recordings for Duke in
1958, and be small in stature, but on stage Lavelle
White was a force of sassiness and displayed the sort
of street-savvy that only experience can earn. She
wore an orange wig, set off in the centre by a large
clip, and two necklaces, from one of which was
suspended a silver cross; an orange flapper dress
hung from her shoulders, about which a long,
lightweight evening coat was some protection against
the chilly night air.

Lavelle White
© Paul Harris

Starting with Soul Deep, Miss Lavelle showed herself
to be a consummate performer and singer of a range
of songs to sustain the coldest audience. As on this song, so it was with Van Morrison’s Into The Mystic that
she played with the words and the also audience. She has written song lyrics for many years, and the
co-authored A Little Bit Of This, A Little Bit Of That had a nice soul groove that was reflected in her hip
shaking.
By the time of Eddie Floyd’s I’ve Never Found A Man To Love, the coat had been removed and she was
spooning the keyboard player, who was clearly less than half her age. Another member of the band appeared
over her shoulder, and she was quick to transfer her affections, explaining the importance of a standby “Hey
girls. It never hurts to have more than one”.
Sunday, as ever, saw most of the artists returning for a couple of songs each, although Chick Rodgers had
apparently suffered an ankle injury and did not. The evening began with Bruce James and Charlie Wood
seated at keyboards, either side of the stage, sharing vocal duties on mainly New Orleans related songs.
Charlie Wood sang Never Gonna Stop New Orleans (recorded by Irma Thomas for the Harry Shearer film The
Big Uneasy), and Bruce James covered James Booker’s Junco Partner: all pleasantly agreeable. Breaking up
the brotherly love, Nicola Traversa, the winner of the 2010 Festival di Castrocaro, sang Georgia On My Mind.
Following on and falling outside the strict confines of the festival’s title, but providing a
real treat for fans of James Brown and his brand of funk music, were Fred Wesley & The
New JBs. Fred Wesley, trombonist with James Brown for many years, had assembled a
band of musicians, which was tighter than a mosquito’s tweeter, and they played what is
essentially dance music. The vocals were only short raps, but Fred Wesley broke it up by
involving the audience in these duties. Inevitably the best numbers of a thoroughly
entertaining eighty minutes were JB favourites such as Breakin’ Bread, Pass The Peas
and House Party.

Fred Wesley
© Paul Harris

The Memphis All Star Rhythm & Blues Band took over the stage for the rest of the evening, warming up
with the Cissy Strut. Their first vocalist was McKinley Moore, whose two Otis songs were Love Man, which
always sounds too fast to me (more a sixty second man than a sixty minute one), and the bad habits and simple
pleasures of Cigarettes And Coffee.
An emotional Thelma Jones reprised This Is The House That Jack Built and Salty Tears. There remained an
edge of nervousness to her performance, which was strangely endearing. But it was a triumph, nevertheless.
Worthy members of a long line of exciting duos, the Green Brothers began with a spoken intro to Your Love
Lifted Me, the contrast between the voices tightening the heart strings. They went out with I Just Wanna Love
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You One More Time, probably the best track from their recent album, and, with an encore being called for,
they did it partially one more time, again.
He may have had to sing sitting down, but Clay Hammond once more gave a beautiful rendition of Part Time
Love. He remains one of the top singers and writers of soul songs, and it was a great a thrill to see him again.
He finished with Down Home Blues.

Lavelle White
© Paul Harris

Then it was time for the predatory Lavelle White with I’ve Never Found A Man To
Love, which she extended as before. This time she fooled around with four members of
the band, gyrating her hips in a fashion that would warrant a restraining order in some
places. She was enjoying herself, strutting and grinding on stage, and, on shaking the
hand of one enthusiastic male onlooker, advised him “Put your tongue back in. You
ain’t gonna do it yet”. When I showed a video clip of this octogenarian’s performance
to a friend of the soul persuasion, her eyes widened and she screamed “Oh no. She can’t
do that!” but she did – repeatedly. Living for the City was slightly calmer, though Miss
Lavelle did feel moved to warn the audience “Don’t funk with me, or I’ll funk you up”.
The encore was more of Living For the City.

The artist chosen to end the festival was Rodney Ellis, and he ensured a happy ending
with a jumping Take Me To The River and a pounding Last Two Dollars. The disco favourite, Celebration,
saw some whose taste I had previously thought beyond reproach, dancing and pointing skywards with
indiscriminate abandon. However, with the first few bars of Mustang Sally, sanity abruptly returned like a
stubbed toe, and the miscreants swiftly hopped it for a farewell drink in the Califfo.
Although there was some valid criticism of the main backing band, the most pertinent being the lack of
sufficient feel for southern soul, they were fine the majority of the time, and, to their credit, they did make the
effort to learn more new songs than in the pre Austin DeLone days. In addition, they supported my highlight
of the festival, which was the performances of Lavelle White, now in the ‘only young thrice’ time of her life,
and it will be to her that I will be raising a glass whenever I think back to Porretta 2010.
Thanks to Paul Harris for the photos.

Holding back the sign of the times?
Hot on the tail of the announcement of the likely closure of the 100 Club came the
news of the demise of two other London music venues, Charlotte Street Blues and
the Luminaire. The former was a brave attempt that somehow seemed fated to end
in tears, but the latter’s future had appeared assured, as it was voted Timeout venue
of the year in 2007 and gradually took over the mantle from the Borderline for
attracting Americana artists.
Meanwhile, outside the confines of the plush concert halls and the few small clubs, live jazz continues to limp
on, utilising pub space wherever it can be found. These places are not always ideal, but fans and musicians
alike make the most of them.
The Green Dragon in Croydon uses its upstairs bar half a dozen times a month for jazz gigs. There is a large
pillar in front of the stage, blocking a view of some of the musicians, but the sound is pretty good, considering
the L-shaped area. One Sunday lunchtime in October, I ventured south of the River to see the Adrian Reid
Quartet. The leader, playing keyboard, was unfamiliar to me, and I was unable to discover if he shared the
common link of Gary Crosby, of Jazz Jamaica fame, with the other three: Tony Kofi (alto sax), Larry Bartley
(bass), and Rod Youngs (drums). The music was marvellous and more than made up for the long journey.
The landlady of the Princess of Wales in Primrose Hill loves be-bop jazz. She would have to, as the place was
packed mainly with Sunday lunchtime diners on my recent visit. The stage is a small elevated area in one
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corner, and it was there that the Pete Chapman Trio, with Pete Chapman (bass), Les Cirkel (drums) and Kate
Williams (keyboard), played host to hard bop hero, Simon Spillett (tenor sax). They coped admirably with the
general hubbub of people eating and talking (i.e. ignored it), but listening was a challenge. Things quietened
down a bit for the second set, and we were able to enjoy some beautiful ballad-playing by Simon Spillett, a
facility of his which should not be overlooked.
Dave Carroll
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The talking stopped, the dancing ceased, the audience was hushed. This was the moment in the
middle of The Cleftones set at the Rhythm Riot at Camber Sands that the veteran doo-wop group
had the crowd transfixed. To say their vocal pyrotechnics had the throng in the palm of their hands
understates the situation.
There was only one problem. Si Cranstoun, the man behind the biggest Rock’n’Roll dance record
of 2010, Dynamo, was due to follow them onto the huge Pontin’s stage. How could he? Well, he did,
and once more the dance floor was still, conversations were halted, and every eye was focused on
the small, limber figure moving around like a marionette in the control of a drunken puppet master.
It was, without doubt, one of the best nights ever at a weekender that has seen more than its fair
share of unforgettable shows.
The event, at the tail end of November, in a bleak and windswept part of the country, at a holiday
camp that time, but not TV’s Watchdog, forgot, should not work. It is a tribute to organisers Robin
and Colette Weathersbee, and Jerry Chatabox, that not only does it work, but on the eve of its 15th
anniversary was totally sold-out in advance, every chalet booked, the car parks full, and visitors from
every part of Europe and beyond.
One of the reasons must be that the Rhythm Riot covers every aspect of the Rock’n’Roll lifestyle
including not only music but the clothes, the memorabilia, the cars and trucks, the make-up and
hairstyles, burlesque, pin-ups, art, film, and if that was not enough, a free shoeshine stand. Oh, and
not forgetting the vintage skate and surf expo.
And when it comes to the music, all bases are covered, well beyond the confines of fifties
Rock’n’Roll, so enjoy boogie woogie piano (a nod to Big John Carter playing in the foyer as guests
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checked in), rockabilly, forties swing, country, blues, ska, roots, rhythm’n’blues, surf, instros, and
indeed, every strand that influenced the fifties big beat, and more than one type of music that grew
out of it.
There are two major halls to hear music, and two major groups of fans to enjoy it. The upstairs
ballroom has the big names playing live, and the downstairs Lunars Bar has big name deejays
spinning records. There are also live music opportunities in the neighbouring Queen Vic pub. All
three are buzzing almost all the time, with live music fans upstairs for the most part, group one of
the Rhythm Rioters, while downstairs has a large and packed dance floor, the dance fans
representing group two of the Rhythm Rioters.
First live act on Friday was Dutch group CC Jerome’s Jetset Revue, whose debut CD, while
entertaining enough, did not warn of the mayhem and enthusiasm of this fast moving and highly
visual act who left the audience as breathless as they must have been at the close of their set.
Stand-out for me was a roaring take on Cleveland Crochet’s Honey Bee, so add Cajun music to that
list of musical forms encompassed by the Riot.
Sonny Burgess
© Paul Harris

The next big name up was Sonny Burgess who seems to be in the UK at
least once a year, so this Arkansas rockabilly’s set list tends to be as
familiar as his black trilby, red blazer, trim white beard and shades. We
Wanna Boogie, Ain’t Got a Thing, Red Headed Woman, My Bucket’s Got
a Hole in It and Sadie’s Back in Town are always present... hold it, Sonny’s
got a new playlist! Considering he is 79, it seems a little late to ditch poor
Sadie in favour of a cover like Forty Days, so some were disappointed at
her absence, and despite excellent backing from the always excellent, Big
Boy Bloater-led Rhythm Riot Kings of Rhythm, Sonny’s vocals were too far
back in the mix for some.

Sweden’s Lil Linn and the Lookout Boys got full marks for their cowboy
(and girl) costumes but their earlier numbers were too yee-hah country for
some, with violin and pedal steel, though they did get livelier later. Italy’s nine piece The Ballroom
Kings with their Haley-like sound brought Friday’s opener to a close.
Carmen Ghia © Paul Harris

Saturday’s first act on the main stage was Carmen Ghia and the Hot
Rods whose set, look and appeal is precisely directed at the Rhythm
Riot crowd with a mix of rockabilly, swing and R&B performed with
conviction by this seven piece Sheffield-based outfit. Perhaps one too
many over-familiar numbers for some of the crowd, but played well
nonetheless.
Seatsniffers © Paul Harris

Belgium’s Seatsniffers lose points for
their ridiculous name, but make up for it
with their choice of material and the way
they put it over. Who else in rockabilly
covers Steve Earle? But Devil’s Right
Hand works perfectly well in this format.

So, to the first of Saturday night’s showstoppers. The Cleftones,
formed in 1955, still have a youthful looking Herb Cox as their lead
singer, the man who took them to fame with his vocalising on big mainstream US chart hits like Little
Girl of Mine, Heart and Soul and For Sentimental Reasons, all played to perfection on the night.
But this is no one-man group with four back-ups, as all individuals were allowed their place in the
sun as Herb talked through the glory days of doo-wop harmonies. Apparently, as teenagers at
Jamaica High School in New York, they stood in the wings to watch The Platters who inspired them;
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good enough reason for a totally accurate
take on Smoke Gets in Your Eyes. Looking
splendid in black silk tuxedos and red ties
and matching handkerchiefs, the group’s
well
rehearsed
choreography
complemented their superb vocalising.

The Cleftones © Paul Harris

I get to see this group at least once a year,
normally on vast bills when they only get
time to sing their hits, so it was great to see
a whole set and hear numbers they
recorded in their heyday, like Earth Angel,
which are seldom heard live on their
Stateside shows, and almost never in the
UK.

The appearance by Si Cranstoun was a major draw
for this event for some fans, not least me, and from his
onstage demeanour it was obvious it was a big
occasion for Si, who had brought his Mum and Dad
along to see the show. Si has a lengthy pedigree in
the music industry, fronting ska-influenced band The
Duallers alongside his brother. They honed their craft
busking, and if you can front a Romford market crowd,
you can face any audience.
Si Cranstoun
© Paul Harris

His voice is high and clear, his enthusiasm infectious,
his songwriting polished, and with the breakthrough
Dynamo successfully followed up by Fifties Pin-Up and Lonesome Heart Bandit, both reprised on
the night, he is just one Jools Holland TV appearance away from mainstream international stardom.
The crowd response was phenomenal, and Si seemed visibly moved by the huge outflow of warmth
that greeted his appearance. He paid tribute to one of his idols, Nappy Brown, by singing Don’t Be
Angry, totally unaware until I told him that the late Nappy had played on that very stage a few years
back.
After the show, he stayed at the autograph table chatting to fans and signing copies of his debut solo
CD Alternative Floor Fillers for more than two hours. It’s a measure of the man’s humility that his
name does not appear on the front of that CD, and he is shining proof that the baton has been
passed to a new generation.
Big Sandy has been involved in so many different aspects of roots music that one never knows
whether he will be wearing his Western Swing hat, or playing Spanish language Freddy Fender
Rock’n’Roll – except for when he is billed with his Fly-Rite Boys. Then, you can guarantee some
first rate rockabilly, which is what was served up to an enthusiastic crowd.
Matchsticks holding my eyes open, at 2am Gizzelle took the stage, and the American songstress
proved that Laverne Baker lives still as she powered through the fifties Atlantic label songbook,
showcasing the powerful vocalising that has made this American songstress a regular UK visitor.
While all this was happening in the ballroom, the Lady Luck organisation had taken over the
downstairs Queen Vic pub providing a mixture of jumping jive on record, and burlesque shows with
Luna Rosa, Millie Dollar and Missy Macabre attracting capacity crowds at peak times but pocketsized pen pushers such as myself could only despair at the poor sightlines in the room.
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There’s lots of daytime action on Sundays at the Rhythm Riot, with a morning boot sale, and an
afternoon car cruise around nearby and historic Rye. Kicking off Sunday on the main stage was
Sugar Foot Stomp who had debuted a couple of Riots ago in the Queen Vic and had been
promoted to the central arena to the delight of the fans of their own brand of jumping jive.
Nico and the Rhythm Dudes aim to recreate the small combo sound of the early fifties which this
French six piece did admirably.
One of the major names was up next, Eddy Clearwater, a man with 50 years experience in Chuck
Berry-style Rock’n’Roll and an equal claim to be a bluesman. This Chicago native, nicknamed “The
Chief”, sometimes wears a Red Indian feathered head-dress, but for tonight was in his civvies, and
admirably turned out. The focus was to be on Rock’n’Roll, and his version of Lefty Frizzell’s You’re
Humbugging Me and Chuck Berry’s Sweet Little Rock’n’Roller took some beating. The fans wanted
to hear dance floor favourite Twice Times Nine, and were not disappointed.
Bobby Brooks Hamilton © Paul Harris

Bobby Brooks Hamilton, billed as Jackie Wilson’s son, had
made a brief appearance on Saturday to duet with Si
Cranstoun on Sam Cooke’s Twisting the Night Away and so
his appearance was even more eagerly anticipated.
Announcing from the stage that he was 26 years old, and
moving like someone ten years younger than that, had some
sceptics doing their maths. Mr Excitement Senior popped his
clogs in 1984 after several years in a coma, so Bobby could
not possibly be his son. Except that Bobby was fibbing. He is
in fact 50 years old and had developed his own Las Vegas
cabaret career before members of the Wilson family noticed
the amazing physical resemblance he bore to Jackie.
Bobby was raised an orphan and did not know his birth
parents, but has now been accepted by the Wilson family as
one of their own. Take it as read that his voice is exactly that
of Jackie, and he went through stacks of his Dad’s hits from
I’ll Be Satisfied to Lonely Teardrops, doing full justice to a
particular Wilson favourite of mine, Doggin’ Around.

But there was even more to him than a Jackie Wilson tribute. He did a fine take on a couple of Sam
Cooke numbers, notably You Send Me, is a trained actor, plays guitar, and writes his own songs,
notably Little School Girl, a solid rocker than had fans queuing for two hours to scarf up the 45rpm
version of this song after they heard it live.
Closing out Sunday in fine style was the always reliable Mike Sanchez, a man with such a huge
repertoire of numbers that he could play for weeks without repeating himself. Leading his full six
piece band, which now includes Big Boy Bloater on guitar, from piano, he was focusing on
Rock’n’Roll for this show, nailing Big Danny Oliver’s Sapphire by request, and showing Freddy
Cannon how Tallahassee Lassie should be done. He always delivers 100 per cent, and this show
was no exception.
There was much more at this show than space allows, more deejays than you could name, more
CDs and records for sale than the Oxford Street HMV, dance instruction, a photo studio… and
everything seemed to run to time, there were no cancellations or substitutions.
The organisers are not doing something right. They are doing everything right.
John Howard
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Things I remember
===============
Amos and Andy
The Beano and Dandy,
Shops that sold nails by the pound.
Dan Dare in The Eagle,
Flicks at the Regal,
Elvis a very new sound.
Trams and the Skylon,
Drainpipes and nylons,
Marbles were played in the street.
Muffin the Mule,
Caps worn to school,
Teds with crepes on their feet.

Comics and characters of my day
==========================
Comics Adventure, Topper, Beezer, Lion, Skipper, Rover,
Wizard, Victor, Eagle, Rupert, Beano, Dandy, Hotspur
Characters Alf Tupper, Minnie the Minx, The Wolf of Kabul,
Jimmy & Crockle, Korky, Edward Trunk, Little
Plum, Lord Snooty, The Laughing Pirate, Bash St
Kids, Desperate Dan, Hairy Sheriff, Wilson
The Man in Black, Strang the Terrible,
Keyhole Kate, Pong Ping, Black Bob,
Dan Dare, Roger the Dodger,
Morgyn the Mighty,
Shipwreck Circus,
Pobble, General
Jumbo

Bilko and Spangles
Tin baths and mangles
Hans & Lotte Hass
Brough and Archie
Eccles and Moriarty
Scared by TV's Quatermass.

The Halls and Variety 1900 / 1960
===========================
The Monologue
=============
A spoken form of entertainment emerged at the turn of the 20th century. It's an expression of thoughts,
comical, dramatic or melancholy. Either amusing or tear jerkers, the monologue became popular up to the
second world war, as "mono" implies - spoken by a sole performer, or in the guise of a musical comedy duo
such as Flanders & Swann. Famous exponents were Bransby Williams, Billy Bennett, Stanley Holloway, Cyril
Fletcher, Joyce Grenville, and many other lesser known performers pre 1939.
The most famous of the 20s and 30s was Billy Bennett - strap line "Almost a
Gentlemen". Billy Bennett wrote many famous monologues and also performed
those written by such writers as Weston & Lee. Dressed in an ill fitting dress
dinner suit with over large army boots, Bennett eventually made the grade and
was asked to appear at the Royal Command Performance at the Alhambra
Palace in 1926.
The following morning he awoke to discover in all the newspapers that he was
considered by the critics to have been the star of the show. He went on to
appear in several more Command Performances in the 30s at the Palladium. By
the 30s, he was considered to be top billing and appeared at all the number one
halls throughout the land. He was at home in the roughest of music halls in the
East End to swanky clubs in the West End, and was considered the finest and
funniest after dinner speaker in the country. A favourite of royalty and worker
alike, he had 20 or 30 years of great success.
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A simple verse by Bennett taken from a longer piece - The Postman
=======================================================
The soldier sees sights in the battle,
The sailor sees sights in the depths;
But a postman sees sights in the morning
When a fat woman's scrubbing the steps.
Much of Bennett's work was surreal and off the wall and was almost Lear-like in its use of language, and
sometimes a little risqué.
A few lines taken from Mandalay 1929
===============================
She is lying on an ant hill,
Soon the ants come out to play;
Then she wakes and finds she’s bitten
On the road to Mandalay.
There were no maps for soldiers,
In this land of Gunga-Din,
So they picked the toughest warrior out
and tattooed on his skin.
On his back he's got Calcutta,
Lower down he's got Bombay,
And you'll find him sitting peacefully
On the road to Mandalay.
The monologue slowly died out with the new wave of comedy and satire that came along in the ‘50s and
the ‘60s. Exceptions were odd odes by Cyril Fletcher on the Esther Rantzen TV show.
Flanders & Swann went on until the late ‘60s with their shows and TV performances, although working as a
musical duo, the writing of Michael Flanders had the edge and humour of true traditional monologues.
Bill Haynes

Booking The Big Beat Since Johnny Burnette Was In
The Charts
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie
Harris to The Atlantics. With Gene Summers, Johnny Preston, Linda Gail
Lewis, Jack Scott, Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, Charlie Gracie,
As well as the Chas Hodges Rock'n'Roll Trio and from Germany, the
Lennerockers

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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Duane Eddy, Royal Festival Hall
2nd October 2010
I first saw the ‘King of Twang’ at Nelson Imperial Ballroom on 11th May 1968, and I remember being
impressed by the way he faithfully recreated many of his hit recordings. In November 1978 I
witnessed another good performance from him at Birmingham Odeon when he toured with Jerry Lee
Lewis.
On 30th November 1992 Duane appeared at a press conference in West London that I attended prior
to the three Giants of Rock‘n’Roll shows. I caught the Wembley Arena concert where he shone on
a bill that also featured Jerry Lee, Little Richard, Lloyd Price, Johnny Preston, Chris Montez, Little
Eva and Bobby Vee.
So here we were, another eighteen years on with Duane returning to entertain us once more. After
watching Millwall draw 1-1 with Burnley in the afternoon, I made my way to the Southbank Centre
to collect my ticket. Upon finding that support act Pete Molinari was coming to the end of his slot I
grabbed a Meantime beer and lingered around the bar area until a few familiar faces came down
from the theatre during the interval.
Now, I have to confess that I don’t actually possess a Duane Eddy CD, but I do own an LP, a couple
of EPs and half-a-dozen singles, and anyway I think he sounds better on vinyl.
Taking my seat on the front row of the balcony the lights
dimmed for the start of the main event. Duane’s guitars were
visible in their stands as the band took their places and on
strode the guitar man, strapped on his brightly coloured
Gretsch and opened up with Detour with its yakety sax type
break firmly in place. The guitar glistened and reverberated
through Cannonball and Yep!
The Lonely One preceded Three-30 Blues which featured a
growling saxophone courtesy of one Ron Dziubla, who made
his potent presence felt throughout the evening. After a
precise execution of Ramrod two appropriately attired
honorary Rebelettes, Tina and Louise, took the vocal parts on
the 1975 GTO hit Play Me Like You Play Your Guitar and
RCA’s 1962 biggie Dance With The Guitar Man. The white
Van Dyke bearded Mr Eddy in his black Stetson hat strummed
and smiled through First Love, First Tears and the slow, eerie
Stalkin’ which had more sizzling sax. Duane was convivial
and spoke briefly and informatively to the audience in
between numbers, which was interesting to listen to.
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After Forty Miles Of Bad Road Pete Molinari stepped up to render a passionately pensive version of
Tennessee Waltz, with sympathetic support from Duane. The familiar theme from the film Because
They’re Young, which Johnny Walker used as his signature tune for many a year, followed the
bouncy Shazam! I missed the rebel yells on that one though.
Very special guest Richard Hawley (as it stated on the ticket) marched up to the mike looking, if not
exactly the epitome of fifties cool, pretty close to it. And, after all it was his band that was providing
the excellent accompaniment to the proceedings, so I guess he was entitled to join in the goings on
for a few minutes. Something of a Rock‘n’Roll aficionado, Hawley treated us to two obscure Lee
Hazlewood compositions – The Girl On Death Row, and Still As The Night which Sanford Clark
recorded.
The pulsating sound of Henry Mancini’s Peter Gunn heralded the beginning of the end with Dziubla
again reminding us of his formidable sax squawking prowess as heard from Steve Douglas or Jim
Horn on those early Jamie sides. Fluent, snappy guitar picking on Rebel Rouser and the punchy
Hard Times completed the encores and brought a marvellous performance to a close.
Duane Eddy had been onstage for around one and a quarter hours, which was spot on as far as I
am concerned. I don’t want overlong meandering sets – just give me a show that is sharp and
spirited and one that rocks and I’ll be more than happy. I was happy too, walking out of the venue
with a spring in my step even though it was raining cats and dogs.
The sax man who usually plays in Deke Dickerson’s band was tremendous, and Richard Hawley’s
set of musicians were excellent too. They were Colin Elliot on bass, former Imelda May drummer
Dean Beresford, Jon Trier on keyboards and Shez Sheridan flitting between guitar and steel.
Well done lads, and thank you Duane Eddy for a super show. Also my thanks to Ian Wallis for set
list info.

Well-chuffed Wilkinson
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Keith and Alan,

FOUND!

I'm pretty amazed myself that this article
(issue 57) presents itself now, especially when
also as timely the Inquest into the London
bombings begins, particularly when you
consider that I've only been in the country,
albeit with Andrew, three days. I think you'd
agree, pretty amazing!
I wish to thank you, Alan, for finding such
perfect photos clearly illustrating that Harry
most definitely resembles my sister Sarah, so
if there could be any sort of scandal involving
his birth it would be that he was the love-child
of she and Charles? No he isn't, their
relationship ended before I married him!
Seriously thank you both very much for
bringing attention to this article in your
magazine which hopefully will help to inspire
people to believe that indeed "she won't go
quietly!"
And hopefully I will meet you both soon, and
perhaps give you a personal interview on the
condition that it is one that is published.
With lots of love from Diana, xx
(Princess of Wales - via Tony Papard)

In the last issue we enquired
after the whereabouts of
Geoff Bayford and we have
now found him residing in
deepest, darkest Grays, Essex.
Our gratitude to Bill Millar
for unearthing Geoff’s
location.
We’ll now make sure Geoff is
up to date with his missing
issues of TFTW

Hi Keith
The next non French friend to visit
me since you came to Paris stands
in that picture. Who he's? Aha!
That's Paul A. Kunz, former
member of The Strikes of
Lin/Imperial records fame.
Only three members out of the six
are still with us and I am also a
good friend of Paul and Willie
Jacobs. It was a thrilling experience
to meet that 75 year old cool man
and his wife in Paris.
Took me back to 1977 when I
bought that legendary LP in...
Penzance - UK!
Life is short and time goes fast so
rock your life away and enjoy fully
each minute.
Your happy friend, Dominique Anglares.
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My Pilgrimage To Meet Duane Eddy
by Chris Fender Black
I heard that Duane Eddy was over in England for three gigs in October and I really wanted to shake this guy’s hand and
thank him for his guitar playing that inspired us all when we first started playing in 1956. I managed to book into the
Grande Old Opera House in York, on Wednesday the 13th of October, his last gig before he went back to Tennessee
for some peace and quiet!
I had three original old albums of Duane Eddy from the ‘50s/’60s with all his greatest hits on for him to sign, so I dug
them out, polished them up, and headed off to York to hopefully meet up with my fifties mentor at long last. As I do a
tribute to Duane in my C’mon Everybody Show this was going to be a very special moment for me to see the main man
performing his songs live.
I didn’t know what numbers he was going to play as there were no programmes on sale, no CDs or photos or anything
at all which was a big disappointment, not just for me but also for a great many fans who had travelled many miles to
see him. His last appearance in the UK was in 1991 touring with the Everly Brothers so he had changed quite a bit over
the years. At least he is fit and well and still rockin’, all due to playing music no doubt.
The show started at 7.30pm, mainly to allow all us old rockin’ gits to get home in time for our nightly cup of Horlicks and
not to miss the last bus! It was a sell out with no empty seats, and an expectant hush fell as the lights went down. A guy
called Pete Molinari appeared on the stage with an acoustic guitar all on his own, with no band or backing of any sort
and started singing folk songs as a warm up for Duane. This went on for half an hour and then he disappeared and left
us all sitting there.
It was the interval already and nobody told us how long it was going to be, so as we’d just squeezed in and sat down
we didn’t feel like getting up again so soon. The stage crew were all over the stage, tuning up guitars, pulling wires out,
moving speakers, sticking set lists everywhere and sound checking the mikes. This lasted about 45 minutes after which
the lights dimmed again and we were ready to go at last! It’s amazing what you can get away with when you have a
star on the bill.
A big cheer went up and everybody clapped and gave Duane a really warm reception when he appeared on stage. He
went straight into Detour playing his Gretsch Guitar with tremolo effect on and it sounded magic… just like the old days.
The sound guys at the back of the theatre had a battle to get a decent balance sorted out but eventually it settled down,
and you could certainly tell it was all live.
Duane bought a great young tenor sax player Ron Dziubla over with him from Nashville and he was really brilliant and
had done his homework on all the solos which were a major part in most of Duane’s hits. He really lifted the performance
overall and he made all the songs sound authentic just like the 50s, with some great rasping solos, most enjoyable.
Duane covered 40 Miles of Bad Road, Shazam, Yep, Movin’ and Groovin’, Because They’re Young, The Lonely One,
Peter Gunn, 3.30 Blues (my favourite), Rebel Rouser and Guitar Man. He also included a lot of tracks from his albums
and a new track he is recording or has recorded with Richard Hawley’s Sheffield based band. The set lasted for 90
minutes and he sadly didn’t play Dixie, which would have been a great ending. All in all it was a great performance from
Duane and he brought back many great memories and I’m certainly glad that I was present to see it.
After the Show Duane sat in the bar area signing records and memorabilia and I waited my turn. At last this was it. “Hi
Duane” I said, “great to meet you after all these years and I’d like to thank you for all your great guitar records that we
all learned from in the ‘50s”. We shook hands
warmly and I asked him how old he was when he
first started playing guitar. He replied that his Dad
started to teach him when he was 9 years old and
he never looked back and has enjoyed every
minute of it. “So have we” I said.
He kindly signed my records, posed for a couple
of photos with me, shook my hand again and
wished me good luck; I wished him the same and
a safe journey home. He was a great guy and he
must have sat there signing photos and records
and CDs for well over an hour till everyone had
gone.
It was an historic meeting for me, one I shall never
forget and I’m so glad I went and saw Duane in
action. I feel so good now since meeting Duane,
as I found out he is 6 months older than me!!!
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Having won on eBay a Preston Innovations Lerc 7030 (it’s a fishing rod apparently - H) with
extension, and ten number one and two tips plus a pole cup, it was agreed I would collect the kit
from Tredagor in Wales. As usual, any car trip over 30 miles I do has to be done in stages, normally
incurring an overnight stay somewhere, I always appreciate the opportunity to turn something
relatively simple into a full blown project. So remembering Woodie Phil Morgan’s TFTW email flyer
that “The Crazy Cats” were playing Cardiff on a Friday night, I elected that weekend to “do” Wales.
A three hour trip with my first cuppa in Pangbourne, and a narky 40p toll for daring to leave, plus
another £2.50 toll at the Severn bridge (don’t know if he really made this trip in November this year
but it cost me £5.50 last time I went - H) in the attempt to keep the English out, and I was winging
my way to the Village Hotel, Cardiff. Listened to a couple of 1990’s Stuart Coleman tapes en route,
great music, but his occasional Goonish chortles cringed. Excellent accommodation, well
recommended, and the host, St. Joseph’s Catholic Sports & Social Club, was just a few minutes
drive away.
On arrival at the club, I joined the band and wives, and attempted to swallow my north London
rockney accent to make myself understood. A warm welcome from the guys was appreciated, even
from the local drunk who believed the band to be the greatest musicians that side of Cardiff’s
Whitchurch Road, and informed me that Jerry Lee learned keyboard skills from the band’s leader
and vocalist Dave ‘Piano’ Cole. Some of this may well be quite true.
To great applause from my table, and from two guests
at another, the trio shyly clambered aboard the stage. It
would be nice to say that a teenage audience was
crocodiling around the auditorium Apollo style, but with
Wales v Australia rugby, Charlie Gracie at Bridgend
and Fireworks Night (celebrated in Wales?), it was
possible on this evening to find a seat. Immediately the
local drunk started bopping and shouting, and had to be
reminded that the trio had not started; this did not make
any difference. So with what was a faithful line up
replicating the 1958 Jerry Lee tour in the UK, i.e. piano
(Dave), drums (Mark Kemlo) and guitar bass (Phil
Morgan), the Killer’s songbook opened at page one and
shut at what may have been page seventy one.
Dave did at times resemble Jerry with a fixed stare at the electric keyboard; even his voice had that
husky tone of the older Jerry. Nice to hear rarely heard songs including my favourites “How’s My
Ex Treating You” “Fools Like Me” and “Little Green Valley” which were excellent surprises. Dave
appeared more comfortable with the slower songs than the fast elements of the Sun catalogue. In
fact, can you believe no “Great Balls Of Fire”, nor “Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On” in over 3 hours of
Jerry Lee? “Green Green Grass of Home” was in my opinion the best of the night.
And how about the other two scallywags? Phil joked and grinned his way though the evening, very
proficiently wearing the bass like a third arm, and Mark expertly provided the percussion backdrop
in the same way as he has done in countless bands, including the (John Lewis) Rimshots where I
first saw him perform years ago. Check out Mark’s current band - Gene Gambler and The Shufflers
at www.genegambler.com. So thanks guys for an entertaining evening.
The drunk, by the way, although doing no harm, was eventually ejected by the bar steward, that’s
what I think the drunk called him; the girls in particular were greatly pleased.
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Check out Dave’s history JERRY CHANDLERS 88 on MySpace, (not Jeff Chandler) where a recent
update name checks many pillars of the Welsh Rock’n’Roll fraternity since the so called 1970’s
Rockabilly Revival.
The trip to Tredagor was a done deal the following morning, and I decided the return to London had
to be by longer route via the Forest of Dean, a good choice on what I assume was a typical weekend
of fine weather in the Welsh borders.
Ken Major

Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major/Chuck Baker archive cabinet
1. Bobby Hebb 1938-2010 died of lung cancer in Nashville August 2nd. He wrote “Sunny” in
response to the killing of his brother outside a Nashville night club. Prior to Hebb’s Bell Sound
release it was recorded in Japan and by American vibraphone player Dave Pike. Hebb performed
on the Grand Ole Opry in the 1950s, played spoons and danced with Roy Acuff’s Smokey Mountain
Boys. Source: L.A. Times, 4.8.10
2. Carlton “King” Coleman 1932 – 2010 died from heart failure in Miami September 11th. Sang the
lead vocals on the 1959 hit (Do The) Mashed Potato with the James Brown band. Credited to Nat
Kendrick and the Swans to avoid lawsuits. Other singles included Mashed Potato Man and The Boo
Boo Song. Radio DJ for many years. Son, Tony Coleman became B.B. King’s drummer. Source:
Las Vegas Review-Journal, 12.9.10
3. L.A. Times journalist Andrew Edgecliffe Johnson reviewed Fred Goodman’s latest book
“Fortune’s Fool” Edgar Bronfman Jr., Warner Music, and an Industry in Crisis”. Includes information
about the MCA and Polygram deal that created Universal Music, plus his Warner Music business .
Interviews with Ahmet Artegun. His argument against free internet music asks “Why advocate
fair-trade coffee but not fair trade music?” Source: L.A. Times 29.8.10
4. “All Shook Up” a local Elvis Fan Club in North Vegas held a charity night at the Gold Strike Casino
during November 2010, advertised as a sockhop. www.allshookupnvegas.com Source – flyer
5. The other Elvis (Costello) is promoting his new “National Ransom” album, producer T Bone
Burnett, with the release of two double sided 78s. Limited edition of only 25 copies each
autographed by Costello. Price not yet revealed. Source: L.A. Times, 22.9.10
6. Opened in 1979, the Las Vegas Liberace Museum closed for good on October 17. David McKee’s
damming overview of Liberace’s legacy shows a museum audience drop of 89%, a short lived
Liberace tribute show at Planet Hollywood, no future market in Liberace tribute bands, and a lack of
interest in the auction of his Shirley Street mansion. A widening fissure in the master bedroom
caused by the building settling is seen by the author as symbolic i.e. lack of support. Source: City
Life, 16.9.10
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7. Billboard reported that album sales in the states plunged to a record low for the third time in 2010,
13% lower than the same time last year. Total album sales for the week were 4.83 million, the
previous low was 4.95 million set in August. Source L.A. Times 16.9.10
8. George Heiss 1921 – 2010 died of natural causes in New Jersey August 23rd. Inducted into the
Songwriters Hall Of Fame in 1984 and wrote or co-wrote many hit songs including Can’t Help Falling
In Love, What A Wonderful World (with Bob Theale), Wheel Of Fortune, Lullaby Of Birdland and The
Lion Sleeps Tonight. “Lion” was based on a Zulu song and first recorded in the 1930s with hits by
The Weavers, Tokens and Carl Denver. Served as a military bandleader in WW2. Source: New
York Times 24.8.10
9. Murray Gershenz (88) has 400,000 album collection for sale, including cylinders, cassettes and
more modern mediums. Collected over a 72 year period and stored in three buildings, the collection
is valued between $3- 4 million, however Murray would be happy with $500.000. His ambition is to
concentrate on an acting career, look out for appearances in USA TV’s “Mad Men” and “House”.
Son, Irv, is handling the shop’s business, but unable to give it full time. Source: Bob Pool, L.A. Times
16.8.10
10, The 3rd annual State of the New Orleans Music Community Report shows 50% fewer gigs in
New Orleans than before Katrina in 2005. Musicians now have an average of 6 gigs per month
paying less than pre storm with and earnings down 43% to a ballpark income of $15000 p.a. Many
musicians had service industry jobs, but the recession and the Gulf oil disaster have eliminated
many of these whilst the cost of living has increased. Tourists have doubled though since 2006.
Source: Alex Rawls, L.A. Times 27.8.10
11. Las Vegas B.B. King (84) resident had his 15th guitar “Lucille” stolen in July. It was returned
when somebody saw it hanging in a pawn shop. With a collection of 16 Lucilles, King named the
guitar after a woman in 1949 whom two men where fighting over in a blues club in Twist, Arkansas.
The club caught fire, and King rushed back in to retrieve his guitar, and named his guitar to remind
him what a foolish thing to do. Source: John
Katsilometes, Las Vegas Sun, 14.8.10
12. “Why Britain Rules the Radio Waves”. The
average listener listens 22 hours a week to the radio,
one third more than the average American. Radio 4
has more than 10 million listeners a week, average
age 55, and it’s been called “the greatest
broadcasting channel in the world”. Second most
listened to channel BBC Radio 2. Radio 4 is
sometimes compared to the American National
Public Radio which it “eclipses” so says Ray Goddard
a London based radio analyst. Source: Henry Chu,
L.A Times 26.9.10
13. The Blues Highway. The 5th day took journalists
to Hopsons Plantation near Clarksdale Mississippi.
Sleeping in a sharecroppers shack after a late night
jam session they met Honeyboy Edwards (92) who
was waiting for a crew from the BBC filming a blues
documentary in the Delta. Honeyboy claims he
remembers the green 1936 Hudson car Alan Lomax
drove around in 1942 when making his field
recording trips for the Library Of Congress. Source:
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Mark Lamarr to leave BBC Radio 2.
Lamarr is to quit the station after 12 years, it has been announced. Station controller Bob Shennan said he was "sorry" about Lamarr's
departure, adding that his request for an earlier slot had not been granted. Lamarr's final Friday night show is due to be aired on
Christmas Day. In an e-mail to presenters, Lamarr said: "It's become obvious over the last year the station has become much less
interested in non-mainstream music, and my position has been extremely uncomfortable."
Bill Haynes writes; “Terribly sad news about Mark. I'm really angry at what's happening to niche areas of music, and I'm sure I
speak for many thousands of roots music fans. It's another example of the BBC squeezing out anything that is not mainstream, and
it's clear they only want to broadcast programs that will bring in the maximum possible audience. The wonderful John Peel was
slowly shifted later and later, almost to the graveyard shift, and he hated the BBC for what they were doing to him and his choice
of music played. Mark Lamarr's departure from mainstream BBC Radio will leave a huge gap in broadcasting the authentic sound
of popular USA music by the original artists recorded from 1930 onwards. The BBC should consider Mark Lamarr and his
knowledge as a fabulous asset, and not see his superb niche music programmes as an annoyance and a thorn in the side of safe MOR
music programming.
“As an old rocker re-born into the various genres of ‘50s music via the Woodies collectors and knowledge, I found all of Mark's
various shows were a treasure trove of music and artists. Those roots music fans born between 1930/1980 now have to content
themselves with having to find an internet station / channel and be rooted to a computer to find the sounds we love. The dumbing
down of TV over the last 20 years has been bad enough, but now the whole mainstream radio output will be the top 30 and MOR
"safe" crap.
“He should not just fade away, but go out with Rock'n'Roll banners flying high, held by his supporters in protest at his and roots
music’s treatment by the BBC.”

SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

Welcome to the only soul patter that matters. One of the leading questions arising from all these
government cuts and the recession is how will this affect the Soul Kitchen? Not one iota, it’s
business as usual. So let’s get down to it.

CD REVIEWS
RANDY BROWN
WELCOME TO MY ROOM / MIDNIGHT DESIRE - Shout UK 54
WELCOME TO MY ROOM - I'm Always In The Mood : I'd Rather
Hurt Myself (Than Hurt You) : Sweet, Sweet Darling : Too Little In
Common : Do It Baby : I Wanna Make Love To You : Love Is All
We Need : I Love You Baby.
MIDNIGHT DESIRE - Love Formula 69 : We Ought To Be Doing
It : Things That I could Do For You : You're So Good : With Your
Love : The Next Best Thing To Being There : Do You Love Me :
Love Be With You.
I have nothing against vinyl, but when one of my favourite well worn albums gets the shiny
treatment, I give in, and relive this greatness crackly free. The album in question is Randy's mellow
soul masterpiece, Welcome To My Room, (Parachute, 1978). Not only that, this is a two for one deal.
The legendary Homer Banks and Carl Hampton are the guys responsible for the production,
compositions and about everything else, on Welcome To My Room. So that puts it one foot into
greatness before you unwrap the thing.
The track listed as the first single, and his first hit, the ultra-soulful, 'I'd Rather Hurt Myself (Than Hurt
You)', is simply a masterpiece, as good as anything put down on wax. A typically constructed
southern type ballad which squeezes every drop of tension, emotion and sadness from Brown's
achingly anguished vocals, creating what is definitely a deep soul classic. Another deepie in terms
of ripping balladry, a track that Soulboys played over and over at a particular emotional moment in
his life, for love of a person who is indifferent to them, is 'Too Little In Common', originally recorded
by the Newcomers in 1974, for whom Randy was lead singer.
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What else do we have? 'I Love You Baby', is a slow atmospheric climactic sensual ditty, which takes
Southern soul to the bedroom, building to a soulful crescendo, with a satisfied female at the end
sighing "Oh Randy". 'Do It Baby' and 'I Wanna Make Love To You' both hump along at a melodic
medium trot, congas, strings swirling, great hooks and female backup synthetically climaxing as
Randy gets down to business. An uptempo swayer in 'I'm Always In The Mood', and 'Love Is All We
Need' is a respectable, irresistible seventies groove.
With a name like Randy you would expect him to be on heat a lot, and so it seems on Midnight
Desire, (Chocolate City 1980). The clues to what’s coming is in the opening track, 'Love Formula
69'. The mood of the album is, well, sex and lust. He works again with Homer Banks and this time
Chuck Brooks. Aside from the naughty bits, there is a healthy amount of good soul and more than
once Brown manages to rise and slice through the often sweet arrangements to exhibit a few bare
moments that have some great deep soul echoes. 'Things That I Could Do To You' is a lively spirited
number that puts you right in his bedroom, and 'You're So Good' finds Brown offering some lovely
rich and warm vocals, to a very satisfied companion. 'Love Be With You', a mid-tempo ballad,
reminds me of David Ruffin's work. Highlight of this album has to be the soft and tender humdinger,
the truly wondrous, 'The Next Best Thing To Being There'. Brown’s awesomely expressive vocals
wrap around this sad tale of being apart, that send goose-pimples down your spine, or in Brown's
case!!!
This is a terrific value CD.
MICHAEL HENDERSON
IN THE NIGHT TIME - SuperBird - sbird0029
Take Me I’m Yours : We Can Go On : Happy : In The NightTime : Whisper In My Ear : Am I Special : Yours Truly,
Indiscreetly : One To One.
Another of my well worn albums sees the light of day on CD.
No two-fer, just a straight no nonsense re-issue of his
spectacular 1978 LP, IN THE NIGHT TIME.
Singer/Bassist Michael Henderson relocated from Mississippi
to Detroit in the early sixties, and began playing bass guitar at
thirteen for a who's who of Motown acts, eventually landing in
the touring band of the then up and coming Stevie Wonder. His
musical career spans across many spheres. He joined Miles Davis' band in 1968. Henderson would
remain a constant in Davis' various groups for the next seven years, helping to lay the groundwork
for much of modern jazz. After leaving Miles in 1975 he hooked up with producer/drummer Norman
Connors, for whom he played bass, sang and composed. Compositions include the smash hits
'Valentine Love' a duet with Jean Carne, 'We Both Need Each Other' and the soultastic 'You Are My
Starship'. His success with Connors led to a solo deal with Buddah records in 1976, releasing three
albums for the label.
This was his third Buddah, his only gold album, and probably his best of the three. 'Happy', a long
stretched out attentive funky instrumental, returns him to the Miles flavoured funk, with Billy Preston
and Sly Stone influences, which burns. Henderson's voice starts most songs as a rich, smooth
tenor, but can either turn low and meaty, or turn falsetto, as demonstrated on, 'Am I Special' and the
title track, 'In The Night Time', both being instantly singable love songs. 'We Can Go On' is a luscious
meandering seductive smooch. ''Whisper In My Ear' is a sprightly mid-tempo number with chugging
rhythms. 'Take Me I'm Yours' is the star pick, and his biggest hit. A mesmeric melodious, charming
duet with Rena Scott, containing tasty saxes, fulsome string support, that simply floats along nicely.
All equals a masterpiece of smooth romantic soul.
Nice to have this one back in the slot. I can soak in this soul for ages.
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LOST SOULS
Ray, Goodman and Brown 1980
Harry Ray, Al Goodman, Billy Brown
AL GOODMAN
Al Goodman was born 30 March 1943 in Jackson, Mississippi. He cut his
musical teeth with an a cappella doo-wop group in high school and with such
vocal groups as the Corvettes and Vipers.
Along with Mark Greene (who left after the first single), replaced by William
Brown and Johnny Moore, who was replaced by Harry Ray after 'Two Way
Street' he formed the Moments in 1968. The falsetto led fifties style harmony vocal group, featuring
Goodman's soothing bass and baritone vocals, joined the Stang in-print in 1970 and went on to
notch up an incredible 27 R&B hits for the label. 'Love On A Two Street' was a million seller and by
far their biggest hit, topping the R&B charts and reaching three pop. The UK was a bit slow picking
up on the group and it wasn't until 1975 that 'Girls' hit the top ten. They had two further top ten UK
only hits with 'Dolly My Love' in 1975 and 'Jack In The Box' in 1977. My favourite by them is the
catchy danceable vocalising 'Nine Times'.
Creative tensions and contractual reasons prompted the Moments to leave Stang in 1979. As the
company legally owned the Moments name the group joined Polydor under their own surnames.
Their first forty five, 'Special Lady' reached the US pop top five, and number one R&B. Although
record sales had faulted, they were always a popular performance draw, often touring with Millie
Jackson. The group released two CDs on the DeFouvus label in 2001 and 2002 to critical acclaim,
but sales not to match. Al Goodman's most recent work was as the producer of Gerald Alston's
'Sings Sam Cooke' album.
He died on July 26 2010 of heart failure. He was 67.
GENERAL JOHNSON
General Norman Johnson, who provided the distinctive boisterous vocals on
infectious songs like, 'Give Me Just A Little More Time', 'You've Got Me
Dangling On A String', 'Pay The Piper' and ‘Elmo James' helped Chairmen
Of The Board to became one of soul’s biggest groups in the early seventies.
Born in Norfolk, Virginia on 23 May 1943, from the age of 12 he was part of
a neighbourhood group, the Humdingers, performing locally. This group was
spotted by Allen Toussaint. After a name change to the Showmen, they
recorded the Rock'n'Roll anthem, 'It Will Stand', for Minit Records, which was
a sizeable pop hit and later an R&B hit in 1964. Also '39-21-46' was a minor
1967 hit.
In late 1969 Johnson formed Chairman Of The Board, with whom he also sang lead. The group
signed with Invictus records, and the rest is history as the group went on to become one of the most
successful soul groups of the seventies.
He was a formidable songwriter. Apart from the Chairman's hits, he composed such hits as 'Patches'
for Clarence Carter, 'Want Ads' and 'Stick Up' for the Honey Cone, 'Somebody's Been Sleeping' for
100 Proof Aged In Soul and Freda Paynes 'Bring The Boys Home'. He went solo in 1976, with
limited success on the Arista label. The Chairmen of the Board eventually reunited and found an
enthusiastic audience around the burgeoning Carolina beach music scene, where the Showmen
classic hits had become Beach standards.
He died 13 October 2010 of lung cancer. He was 69.
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JOSEPH 'DIAMOND JOE' MARYLAND
Not a lot is known about New Orleans singer Diamond Joe, who's an almost complete mystery. But
he was responsible for one of the truly great soul forty fives of the sixties. In1966 Sansu released
the incredibly 'How To Pick A Winner', which will go down in soul history.
Diamond Joe, a masterful singer and accomplished songwriter recorded all of his work alongside
the genius that is Allen Toussaint, but also wrote some of his own material. He leaves a legacy of
just seven forty fives, recorded for Minit, Instant, Sansu, and Deesu.
A singer of great talent, whether his amazing voice was tackling an epic ballad, or his resonant,
growling baritone wrapped around an up tempo mover, he was the business. After his final release
on Deesu in 1968, he sadly faded from the scene into obscurity. Such a great waste of a huge talent.
Let’s not forget we lost two of the soul greats in December; Otis Redding 1967 and Sam Cooke 1964.
RECORD MIRROR was very much to the fore in making people aware of R&B and Soul from the
mid sixties onwards. The weekly music paper in July 1965 started to publish a top twenty selling
R&B chart. Annually the paper would summarise the best selling forty fives. So how many do you
remember form the year of 1965? (Soulboy’s Top Ten)
Donnie Elbert
Solomon Burke
Anglos
Gene Chandler
Elmore James
Inez & Charlie Fox
Impressions
Alvin Robinson
Ike & Tina Turner
Junior Walker
James Brown
Marvellettes
Booker T & the MGs
Doris Troy
Brenda Holloway
Drifters
Fred Hughes
Little Milton
Billy Stewart
Astors
Little Joe Cook
Sam the Sham
Irma Thomas
Temptations
Carla Thomas
Jackie Wilson
Martha & the Vandellas
Barbara Lewis
Joe Tex
Arthur Prysock
Impressions
Castaways
Jackie Wilson
Patti La Belle & the Bluebells
Miracles
Charlie Rich
Bo Diddley
Bessie Banks
Professor Longhair

A Little Piece Of Leather - Sue
Maggie's Farm - Atlantic
Incense - Fontana
Nothing Can Stop Me - Stateside
Dust My Blues - Sue
My Momma Told Me - London
Woman's Got Soul - HMV
Down Home Girl - Red Bird
Please Please Please - Sue
Boomerang - Motown
Night Train - Sue
I'll Keep Holding On - Motown
Boot-Leg - Atlantic
Heartaches - Atlantic
Operator - Motown
Follow Me - Atlantic
Ooh Wee Baby I Love You - Fontana
Who's Cheating Who - Chess
Sittin' In The Park - Chess
Candy - Atlantic
Stormy Monday Blues - Sue
Ju Ju Hand - MGM
I'm Gonna Cry To My Tears Run Dry - Liberty
Since I Lost My Baby - Motown
I've Got No Time To Lose - Atlantic
No Pity In The Naked City - Coral
You've Been In Love Too Long - Motown
Baby I'm Yours - Atlantic
I Want To Do Everything For You - Atlantic
It's Too Late Baby, Too Late - CBS
Amen - HMV
Liar Liar - London
I Believe I'll Fall In Love - London
All or Nothing - Atlantic
My Girl Has Gone - Motown
Mohair Sam - Philips
Let The Kids Dance - Chess
Go Now - Red Bird
Baby Let Me Hold Your Hand - Sue

I have just returned from this year’s Rhythm Riot, which was another brilliant weekend. (Jackie
Wilson Jnr) Bobby Brooks Hamilton, I have to say was one of the best live acts I have seen for a
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long time. My goodness, what a performer. He worked the stage, the audience, had the flips and
vocally Wilson Snr off to a tee. I even thought I saw the back of hall dancers stunned into
submission. Brilliant. Full marks also for the backing from the Rhythm Riot Kings who greatly
enhanced the experience. Also impressed by new comer Si Cranstoun.
Rockin' around the Christmas tree. Soulboy's Christmas tape is ready for the festive fun, mulled
wine and mince pies... now where's that bottle?
James Brown
John Lee Hooke
Freddy King
O'Jays
Otis Redding
Lowell Fulsom
Johnny & Jon
Rudy & the Rialtos
Sonny Parker
B B King
Marvin Sease
Butter Beans & Susie
Larry Davis
Huey Smith & the Clowns
Preston Shannon
Eartha Kitt
Al Green
Chuck Berry

Lets Make Christmas Mean Something This Year
Blues For Christmas
I Hear Jingle Bells
The Christmas Song
Merry Christmas Baby
I Wanna Spend Christmas With You
Christmas In Vietnam
Christmas Tears Will Fall
Boogie Woogie Santa
Christmas Celebrations
Funky Christmas
Papa Ain't No Santa Claus
Help The Poor
Silent Night
Merry Christmas Baby
Santa Baby
I'll Be Home For Christmas
Run Rudolph Run

And by the way Johnny Ace blew his brains out backstage at Houston's City Auditorium, Christmas
Eve 1954, playing Russian Roulette. He lost.
Don't let your babies grow up to be cowboys.
Have a happy Christmas and a prosperous new year.
SOULBOY

Thank you very much for sending the Tales From The Woods issue no 57 as a printed paper item. I had checked the
newsletter on line but I am definitively a paper crazy. That issue is really cool and I think even Black Jack David must
read it in those Tennessee forests.
Very nice to read Brian's CD reviews and to find my friend Billy Harlan with his two Brunswick recordings. Those
CDs are 100% bootlegs/free from rights and home made in the USA but they bring some rare and interesting stuff
specially on Hillbilly stuff. Johnny "Peanuts" Wilson's sides are favourites of mine too since being issued on the MCA
Rockabillies LPs and Terry Noland is a real great cat even if some of his sides were polished by the A & R Man.
Great to find on the "Mercury" CD Roy "Boogie Boy" Perkins, Bing Day, Conway Twitty and Jimmy Edwards. The
review for Ken Marvel and Jivin' Gene CDs are mighty welcome and I hope it will support the sales.
I will look for Max Dechane's book "A Rocket in My Pocket" so thanks for opening my eyes to that new product. I
had seen the ACE companion CD but all that stuff is long since in my musical library. A damn good one for beginners
or vinyl tired cats. John Howard’s review of Hayden Thompson's new CD is great. Hayden had sent me that record
and I had worked my own review for several magazines. That long time rockin' cat who shared the stage, in Corinth
(MS) with the (then) unknown Burnette Brothers still really cooks. Even his Rockabilly Gal sounds better than the
1957 version cut with Slim Rhodes at Sun. Good Golly Miss Molly!
Thanks for everything and keep that great publication on line. I really dig it! Greetings to all the Woodies.
Your friend from France, Dominique "Imperial" ANGLARES.
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NEW ORLEANS SECOND LINE
by Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin
This time, we’re just going to let them enthuse over the first on-line issue - not that we like to sing our own
praises but we thought you should know how the reception went over the pond.
Hi Keith!
Armand and I LOVE your new publication on-line!
We are sorry we didn't get back to you sooner; we've been having terrible computer problems and
had to buy a new computer and transfer everything to it. We're still in the process. Modern
headaches!
However, we didn't want any more time to pass without letting you and your staff and team know
how much we enjoyed the wonderful new format!
Everything reads so smoothly. The typeface is very easy to scan and enjoy quickly. Everything is
totally entertaining as well as interesting and educational! We read and re-read every article
numerous times! Great writing!
Y’all know so much about music - it's really mind-boggling to us! We admire each of y’alls total
dedication to memorializing the music of yesterday!
We feel so honored to be a part of your major music happening! Thank you!
Armand and I were very pleased with how our column came out, and we hope your readers will like
it some. We feel y’all are so much more on-top-of-music-things generally speaking! But if we can
add a little somethin' from New Orleans, then that makes us happy.
We appreciate how all you Woodies come here so often to enjoy our city and state with everything
it has to offer. And we, in turn, are honored to be able to enjoy the Woodies as well!
Congratulations on your new avenue of publication on the internet for your magazine!
It's very apparent that you give much love, time and energy to your artistic works, as well as having
an amazing expertise on the subject(s) covered in your fabulous works!
Again,
CONGRATULATIONS!
WONDERFUL JOB BY YOU AND ALL! We are so appreciative Ken Major has introduced us to all
of you fabulous English Woodies!
Happy Autumn from New Orleans' Woodies: Patty and Armand

I’m so glad you like the new format and I want to take this opportunity to thank you for taking the
time to write a column for us. We look forward to reading more from New Orleans very soon.
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Welcome to
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs
where you really need to show your face.
On behalf of everyone here at Tales From The Woods, we wish all our subscribers a happy peaceful Christmas
and best wishes for 2011. Thank you one and all for your loyalty and continued support, and we’re certainly
looking forward to meeting TFTW friends both old and new.
On Sunday October 16th 2011, we shall be returning to that wonderfully atmospheric theatre, the Empire at
Halstead in Essex when TFTW presents a great night of Rock’n’Roll in the company of the legendary guitar
man from Philly, the great Charlie Gracie, who on this night will be backed by our fantastic Tales From The
Woods Houseband. Sharing the bill will be Russ Sainty, once again gracing a TFTW stage, and that truly
authentic Rock’n’Roll voice of Cliff Edmunds of Avengers and Cliff & The Cavaliers fame. A night to make
us proud I am sure. Rockin’ Gerry will be donning his MC's hat for this event. We shall keep you all advised
of further details, as and when they become available.
Now its time to bid farewell for another issue. I’ll hand over now to Mr Jazz Junction himself, Dave Carroll
for the unsurpassable gig guide.
Remember You Are Only Young Twice

** TALES FROM THE WOODS ANNOUNCES 2is 5 AT THE BORDERLINE 30th JANUARY 2011 **
"Tales From The Woods" is proud to announce the next celebration of British Rock'n'Roll!
Our 2is celebration gigs at the 100 Club over the last four years have been great fun to present and we've
seen some great performances. We are very pleased to announce that we will be putting on 2is #5/British
Rock'n'Roll Heritage Show in January 2011.
The Incredible Roy Young Band featuring Howie Casey - Terry Wayne - Graham Fenton - Raye Du Val Simon Scott
and The Tales From The Woods Houseband.
*** NOTE CHANGE OF VENUE TO THE BORDERLINE LONDON W1 ***
___________________________________________________________________________________
HAZLITT THEATRE, MAIDSTONE, KENT WILL BE PRESENTING A
TALES FROM THE WOODS SHOW ON
SUNDAY FEBRUARY 13th 2011
A BRITISH ROCK’N’ROLL HERITAGE SHOW FEATURING
BRIAN 'LICORICE LOCKING OUT OF THE SHADOWS BAND .............GRAHAM FENTON
VINCE EAGER.........DAVE SAMPSON........TALES FROM THE WOODS HOUSEBAND
___________________________________________________________________________________
We are pleased to announce that due to our success on the first of our Theatre Shows
The Halstead Empire near Braintree, Essex has invited us back next year - Sunday March 27th 2011
Tales From The Woods & Andrew Ings present
A WOODINGS PROMOTION
Featuring BRIAN 'LICORICE' LOCKING "Out Of The Shadows" Band & CLEM CATTINI
VINCE EAGER * DAVE SAMPSON
Tales From The Woods Houseband & Kevin Sunburst.
___________________________________________________________________________________
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The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.

December 2010
9
Thursday
Kimmie Rhodes Xmas Show
‘Premier collection of Kimmie Rhodes own original Christmas songs’.
Green Note, Camden £12 adv
10
Friday
Michael Roach
American acoustic blues singer hosted by The Kalamazoo Klub.
Downstairs at The King’s Head, Crouch End
£10
11
Saturday
Cheryl Renee
Ivory basher and singer coming all the way from Cincinnati for your Christmas party.
Castor Village Hall £16
14
Tuesday
Martha Reeves & The Vandellas
Ex Detroit councilwoman warbles her way round Britain accompanied by her sisters.
Jazz Cafe
£25 adv
15
Wednesday Martha Reeves & The Vandellas
Ex Detroit councilwoman warbles her way round Britain accompanied by her sisters.
Jazz Cafe
£25 adv
16
Thursday
Martha Reeves & The Vandellas
Ex Detroit councilwoman warbles her way round Britain accompanied by her sisters.
Jazz Cafe
£25 adv
17
Friday Earl Green & The Right Time
Could be the right time and the right place to catch the UK’s best rhythm and blues singer.
The Golden Lion, 116 Sydenham Road, SE26 5JX Free
19
Sunday
Mike Sanchez & His Band
This one clashes with Lee’s party in West London, so remember the rhyme ‘... west is best’.
The Music Palace, 159A Tottenham Lane, Crouch End N8 9BT (According to flyer for tickets see:
bespoketickets.com) £17.50
22
Wednesday Chas & His Band
‘A full set of Chas & Dave classics, plus tracks from Chas’ solo album, and a bit of Rock ‘n’ Roll history!’
Half Moon, Putney £12
30
Thursday
Wilko Johnson
Star of ‘Oil City Confidential’ and former wild man of Dr Feelgood perhaps providing your last opportunity to visit this historic venue. A Jim Driver promotion.
100 Club
Sold Out
January 2011
4
Tuesday
Paul Jones & Dave Kelly
Acoustic blues from two British blues legends.
Half Moon, Putney £14
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10
Monday
Lucky Peterson with the Ronnie Scott Allstars
Multi-instrumentalist bluesman at what is becoming London’s newest Blues club.
Ronnie Scott’s
£15 - £32.50 (exc. fees)
February 2011
1
Tuesday
Marty Stuart
Country music legend accompanied by His Fabulous Superlatives.
Queen Elizabeth Hall £17.50 - £20
20
Sunday
Gary US Bonds & Ben E King
This concert comes with the prefix ‘The Great American Popular Songbook’ and the comment ‘will include the hits of their contemporaries and friends’. Sounds like a euphemism for the songbook of the
Commitments.
Indigo2
£35 - £10 (exc. Booking fee & delivery charge)
March 2011
3
Thursday
Tony Joe White
Elvis Presley, Brook Benton, Tina Turner. Just three of the artists who have scored hits with songs written by Tony Joe White.
Jazz Cafe
£22.50 (exc. fees)
5
Saturday
Mary Wilson and the Chi-Lites
Former and best Supreme being supported by group of soft soul singers – but will they see her?
Fairfield Halls£27.50 (exc. fees)
8
Tuesday
Mary Wilson and the Chi-Lites
See above.
Indigo2
£27.50 (exc. fees)

Our traditional Christmas gang meet-up will be on
Thursday the 30th December.
Drinks from around 6.00pm at the
Lyceum Tavern (UPSTAIRS BAR)
354 The Strand WC2R 0HS
(Charing Cross/Covent Garden/Temple Tube)
At around 20.00 hrs we shall take a very short
stroll to the
Strand Carvery Restaurant
Exeter Street, Covent Garden
WC2R 0JJ
A three course carvery meal is £19. A La Carte is
also available.
All are very welcome. Our festive meet-ups are
always great fun and a good way to lose your
Christmas blues.
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If you wish to subscribe or advertise in the UK's fastest-growing in-house magazine, write to;

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods
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